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}.¡€IiFEÊ€Ñ WRITI¡iG UP PROOFS.
I Make sure you uttderstan<ì the stateqìent of the proìrlt'm. What are the ,givens'? Wbat are you to

showl'
2- Thc n¡cntaì work: now you have to get from the gircns to what thcre is to show. This oÍïen involves($nstructing auotlrr lilr tt13-.'.rnc'nt ar point which wa-s not in thc original problenr.

- - --3,. Ylk " 
rough draft of )'our solution. Feel free to fiIl it $¡ith s*ilbles and equ&tioqs and symbols,I DO NOT WÄNT TO SEE the r'ugh d¡aft,. But it will hdp y()rì get to a goo<ì write-up. ,Ancl it may be

essential to cornpletc the cruciaì step, step 2!
4 The write-up itsell Start by restating what you are give' and what it is you s,re to prove,
5, If therc arc le¡nmas or eïtitr cxercises that fo". p"-f uæs, arid tlìat are not * olr¡riou", o. u""

sornewhùt involved it is oftcn he\rful to s-t¿lte theóc seperately.
(SAS. the sum of thc angles of a triangle a¡c I80 DO NóT faìl into this category.)
6. B¡eak ihe writc-up irìto bite-size (paragraph or smal.ler) pieces if the proofì'is ìrrng.
T Includc figure; as nec€ssary1 or herpfur. Feel ftce to r"ie, to parts of your frgure ãg. ,,angre . of thelìgurc" 

- 
ts-ut do draw the lìgrue clearrv, without scratc$e{i up ma.rks, aml do raìrl if clca¡Iv.S wherr you are done witb the write'up , read what yåu wrote. Make su¡e it mâ.Ì(es sense. Then readit out loud. For ìæst results, have someone else ¡eacl it!

l.As in writing an Englìsh essay, 1'ou ma¡' nee.d tluee to five ¡cw¡jtes befbre you arriræ at a really decentproof!
9. Its always fun to end b), "eEÐ".

WARNING SIGNS, thingìr to look out for:
a Circular{ ärtuments' Make stre yorrr argrr¡nert is not circrrlar. By tiris I mr¡an, for example, ifyou are t¡Jirìg to prove soncwhere that ,,ll and m a¡e paraÌìeì,, that you did sa¡, ea¡:lier ,,Ì¡ecause I a¡¡rj rn

are parallcl"
b Unintelligible e€ntences. If you read one of 5rcur s.entences out loud an<i jt sou¡ds like nonse¡src,

you'r'e go¡ a problcm.

.. c Undeffned objects'Do not refer to ohjects (¡roints, linr+, angles,...) that a¡<. nc¡whe¡e definc'cl. lf
all of.a strdden ã poirrt z pops up in your argurnLnt thìì is not gooá. Yóu mu.st say somethi¡g jike urv¡ere Zis as i dicalcd in the figure"' o¡ '$he¡e Fz is tlrc perpincliculai to rn passing thràugh p,, (¿-s-suming rn and
P q,c.¡c ca¡lic¡ defincd.

d Repetitivc statements. Do not sa¡, the samc thíng two o¡ thrce tirneri in difürrent wa¡.s. This doesnof fool rne, o¡ vou. It jusi give.s Lls both ¡no¡e to slog throLigh. Tly io just say it once, r:learl¡r
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the v¡orld. It was an amazing achievement of human civilization that
such an estimate had already been obtained in the 3rd ceniury B.C.
by Eratosthenes of Cyrene (Zg4-192 B_C., di¡ector of the library of
Alexandria). His estimate was based upon the following two pieces of
geographic knowledge, namely

(i) ,4,t noon of the summe¡ solstice, the sunlight rvas observecÌ to
shine directly down to the bottom of a deep well at Syene (modern
Aswan).

(ii) While in Alexandria, which js within lo of me¡idian drLe north of
Syene, ibe sunìight made an angle roughly equal to 1/50 of 360..

ñ

Fig, gg

In applying mathematics to a¡alyze the above geographic facts,
he drew a simple diagram (cl Fig. 86) to represent the icommou,,
meridian ci¡cle passùrg through Syene and Alexandria by a ci¡cle and
the sunlights å.t noon of the summer solstice at the above two places
by two parallel tines (the reason being that the sun is known to be
far, far away as compared to the size of the earth).

Chaptet S: Etemetutary Fti.t;o¡:,s 12i

Since the sunlight at S (Syene) is perpendicular to the su¡face
it is pointing directly toward the center O of the circle, while tht
sunlight at ,4 (Alexandria) makes an angle roughly equal bo t/50 o.

360" with the direction of 70. Thus he concìuded that the cenrra
angle IAOS must be also roughly equal to 1/b0 of 360o and hence
the ci¡cumfe¡ence of the me¡idian circle (i.e., the earth) is 50 times
the distance betrveen Alexand¡ia and Syene. He estimated the latter
simply by the fact that camel caravans, rvhich usually t¡avelled 10C

stâdia a dây, took 50 days to reach Syene from Alexand¡ia. Hence the
circumference of the earth is roughly equal to

50 x 50 x 100 sradia (71)

which .is quite close to the mode¡n measu¡emeni of 40 000 km.

Rema¡k. This is a masterpiece of mathematical analysis and a b¡il-
liant example of mathematical abstrâction. The simple picture of
Fig. 36 concisely organized the geographic events at Alexa¡rd¡ia a.nd
Syene i.nT --ll-unde¡stood geometric configwation, thus enabled
him to ¿ -ial correlation, namel¡ that the ci¡cumfe¡ence
of the , .^ the dìstaDce between Alexandria and
Syene

2.1 , force
To provide sorr'" -- <ground on the development of

integration theory, we discuss here a few pertinent examples which
are, in fact, the prelude to mode¡n integral calcuìus.

Example 2 (Archimedes proof of the area formula of the
sphere). Inspired by the monumental success of Eudoxus in applying
the approximation meihodolory to rebuild the foundation of quaniita-
tive geometry, geometers of the antiquity were energetically extending
the method of approximation lo study the areas and volumes ofcu¡ved
objects. They call ed it ihe method. of exhaustion. Archimedes le¿rned
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3.11 (Campanus). Use the theory of content
to show-that thc line D.E joining the mid_

l"'.lr ol.tu? sides of a rriangle is parallol
ùo^¡ne^rÌìlrd side.. (Hintt D¡aw g.E and
ï!.-. Ìho* ti¡ar rl¡e trianglos BDC andlJlrCI have tÌ¡e same conter)t and then atrFply (I.3e).)
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ß-l 4 Construction of the Reguiar pentagon

:::iäf :î'::::"::::' l:''11'. :".:J riü ;Ð 
^il;'#:;';ilJ:ï:'TiÏ::'ïJJ":

use of all tlie geonretry he has devt "' uurù çu¡rsLructlon makes

tullv tÌ¡is sinøt" Fôc,,t+ i^ +^_r-* 
:loped so far, so that one could say to unde¡standfully this single resuJi ir t"ntu-l-'"'-" "v ¡or) ùu L¡r¿L one coulo say to unde¡stand

also ¡ajses oùesrions ^, ^_^^.,r,^-1ï.,r", 
understanding all of Ðuctiã,s geomctry. 

-iì

Ë,;:m:"1n"::.t:,::ry:,:t;;,_;ñäffi i:iiï;liiiå:1.å:i,T,",,T;:iEucrid,s methods. For exarnore. v 
uu¡ riruqe¡n examnation of

a rcsuit aLouf ¡ no)vonn? 
- rhy does Euclid use tle theory of area rn provinga result about a polygon?

In this section we will present Euc
i¡r discrssino rhê i"".,-. -^,^^, , ,t]OO 

con-st¡uction ofthe regular pentagon, and
3:"'.,ïif J;l*,i::i::îï;t':"i^o;';;il;:i;;ì#iä'11111i"'i:,ii'Ii;i'åî
ï::i'"ï:ïi :'ï1::,'.::"::':'.:l : \" :;;Ë'iliä:'"i:i',ii,ii-iåi Ë:::åÏüproof must be regardcd as a tour 

uuLt'/u ò urrBlna¡ geometric
theo¡v of â¡êâ $¡'i-r. 

de torce of classical geomctry. It d"penã" on tìr"
l5;;.:r,::1":,:i"¡ *"-*¡r ai"<u"" ;;';;'å:äi',:;:i:'i:t;i"",:ïåi åi:
;äffiå'å jf,:";l jlll:'-::::f '"n"".*'"'*"gî"h;""#i"":ä:,1ä'::which is cent¡al to Euclid,s geometry

The key point of the conitruction of the pentagon is the following problem.

Þ

triaugle whose base angÌes are equal to

\
L

Problem 4.1 To const¡uct an isosceles
twice the vertex angle.

Construction ((ILtI), (IV.r0)). Let
,4. B bc two poiuts choscn at random.

1. D¡arv linc ,4]]

Next. colstruct a perpendicrrlar [o,48 atá, as follows
2. Circle AB, get C
3. Circle BC
4. Çircle CB, get D
5. Line AD, get Ð.

Next, we bisect,4,Ð as follows
6. Circle .8,4, get F, G
7. Line FG, set H .

*oî.1?u: rhc unr¡sual pa¡t ofthe construcLion
U. Circle I{1, get J
9. Circle,4J, get ,Il



Proof.F}omamode¡npointofview'itwouldseemthatsometheoryofquadratic
;t";; i; essential fo¡ the proof' Euclid did not have any algebra available to

;i;;"il;; ;; able to deai with quantities essentiallv equivalent to quadratic

.*pr""Jn" "o tfte theory of area We can think of a rectangìe as represel)ting the

o¡oduct of its sides, or a square as the square of its si<ìe These areas' without even

í;;ì;;;;;;;;i"ul uuluå to them, can be ma¡ipulated ¡v cuttins up and addins

or subtracting congtuent pieces ln this way Euclid establishes ô "geometrical al-

o"Urr' ø, mã.nipuiating these quantities (always by geometrical methods)' which

icts as a substitute for our modern algebraic methods
----f,etu"th.ntracethestepsbywhichEuclidproves(lVI0-)'whichisthekey

".inii" tftu construction of the iegular pentagon ln Book I'- especially (I 35)-

ü;;i ;;-;;"i;s the areas of triangìes and paralÌelograms' leading up to the

i;;'";';ñ;;.'"an theo¡cm (I 4?) which is stated in Jerrn¡ 
of area: the square

^uîüi 
."ìít"-¡tp.aenuse of a right tiiangle has area equal to the area of the squares

;ñ; ;; siães. The theo¡em is provel by cutting these areas into triangles' and

;;;;;""ltt of areas using the cutting and pasting methods just developed
' g.åt ri coniains a number of results oi geometrical algebra, as described above,

"u 
;;t"d ;;;-"ed geometrìcallv in terms of areas ln puli:llT' (Il 5)' (II 6) and

;ii;;i;;;;ã in the proof of (Iú 10) Notethat (II 11)' which is sometimes called

ìi" ¿ioì.. "fït"g-"nt 
in 

"*i'um" 
a"d mean ratio' states that the interval -AB is

äJiJ"Jiv r p.i"t'K (in ou, notation (4 1) above) s.uch t*l t :1"i11*-t: 
t::T:1

-t 4# 4?
CHAPTER 1. ET]CLID'S GEOMDI'RY

10. CÍrcle center B, radius '4K' get 'L
11. Line ,4.L

12. Lirc BL.

Then AABL is the require<ì triangle The angìes at B ard at 'L v¡ill be equal to

twice the angle at ,4.

;;;}i ;tåt hus aìea.qual to the Àquare on '41l In this s.'av the propertv of

ext¡em" and meân ratio is expressed using area ,,/
Flom Book III we need (III 36) and

its converse (III 37) Proposition (11I'36)

says that if a point -l4 lies outside a circle,

and if ,4-B is tangent to tbe circle at B,

ar,d if ACD cuts the circle al C and D,

then the rectangle formed by AC and AD
has area equal to the square on '4B This

rasult is proved by several applications of

(II.6) and (La7)

Now Euclid can Prove (IV 10) bY

a brilliant application of (III 37) Let

A, K , B , L be as in the const¡uction (4 1)

above. Then bv (II 11), the rcctangle with
sides B,I( and B-4 has area equal to the

square on.¡11f. Since BL was constructed
equal to,A1f, this is also equal to the

square on BI



Now conside¡ the circle passing through the three points A,K,L- Since therecrangle on BK and 8,4 is equaì t" u,ã 
"qu.rn- 

ån'ãi,"ii åu"*" rhat B¿ istangent to this circle (lIL37)!
Hence the angle ZBLK formed by the tangent .B.L and the Iine .LK is equalto the angte a at .4, which subtends. ihe.same aî iru;t'il: KLA = 6. TheDZBKL is an exrerio¡ angle to rhe triangle aAlii,.s 

"'2É'íî":-, * A (I_32). Bur¿BLK = o, so a + 6 = IBLA,."d ihi;;j;; "B íí"""i:onu" is isosceles.Hencc IBKL = B. Now ir fo[oÌ/-s that ABI¿L r" ri"""ãËî?¿ = BL = AK.Hence L.AKL is aìso isoscetes, so o = ¿. ¡e*p _2ää'î'räi r*ro"o. D
Once we have the isosceles triangle consttucted in (A.f), the construction of thepentagon follows natu¡allv. The iclca i. to in".rluu inìirà luâ" å ,r*** 

"ouiangularwitìr thc given triangle, and then to bisect it" t*; l;;;ä: -"
Problem 4.2 Given an isoscelqs t¡iangle whose base angles are equal to twice its
lXllli,ïi1";,å,"1rsiven 

a ci¡cre with irs center, ø:";ì;;;; iegurar penragon

Construction ({IV.2) an¿ lIV.lÐ). Ler AABC be rLe given rriangte and lct Obe tl¡e cenrer of thc given cricre.. ihe n^, p.¿ .r ,-¡"'"";J;"ä" is to obrain atal¡gent lin¡ to the circlc. Lct D bc any point on thc ci¡cl.-

CHAPTER 1. EUCLID'S GEOMETRY

l. Line OD.
2. Circle DO, get E.
3. Circle EO.
4- Cjrcìe O-Ð, get F.
5. Line DF.

I

I

,t

,l

^.s___i____--__-___\\t
\/ v

Then D-l¡ will be a tangent line. Next, we
reproducc the anglc B from thc base of the
Isosceles trianglc at D, on both sides.

6. Circte BC, ger G. ><7. Ci¡cìe at D witlr ¡adius 
"qíù l,o ilC, gut U, tE. Circle cenrcr ,ll radius Ci, gct I(.

;;ïf ;îlï"j,,#dius 
cG, ger r,
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1I. Line Dl, get N
!2.LineMN'

ThenÀDMNisatriangleinscribedinthecircle,equiangularwitliÀ.ABC.Next
we bisect the angles at M, ¡f '

13. Ci¡cle MN, eet P'
!.4. Ci¡cle NM,gerQ'
15. Ci¡cle QN, get 'R'
16. Ci¡cle PM, gel S '

1?. Line N-R, get T
18. Line MS, get U'

Then D, M, N,1, U will be the vertices of the pentagon'

19. Line DT'
20 LineTM '

21. Line DU
22. LineUN'

Tlten DTMNU is the required pentagon

Proof. We follow the geometric proof given by Duclid Fi.rst of all' the line Dil is

constructed perpendicular t" t äit-"ii clf 
'hå 

circlc' so it is a tâ'ngent line to tbe

circle (III.16). Next, the t'itngl""ãbäf anò LDLI are 111t¡ycted 
so that their

;il; ;,d;" ;i" ;o"ui to tt'" tt""" 
"i¿Ã 

or LBCG Hence òv (sss) = (I 8)' it follows

Nlrat IKDH aù ILDI u." U.tt' oai.r to the angle B of the triangle L'ABC at B'

Flom thele it follows that ûte "neiJs;i 
ADMN;I M ønd' N are both equal to B'

because they subtend the ,r.;;;; ""f "r uv the rangent line and the angles É

Þî;;;t;;-(II1.32) since the sum of theìhree angles of a triangle is constant

- 1 Ro" rT 32\. it follows ,nut tn" Itit"gf" ADMN is equiangular with the triangle

Ãiäc'ì"íåu'.tlar, if o is the ongle at D' then B = 2a'

The points T, U u'" "on"'u"t"Jil 
taking the â¡gle ìisectors of LDM N at M

^"d^N: 
';t;;; irt" "tel"" 

t' M;;Jî are 
-B' 

their halves are' equal to a Thus

the arcs D'I, ?M subtcnd o"giuJ;o'N; the arc MN subtends an angÌe a at D;

and the arcs DU, UN subtencl ;;;; c" ; M Hence these five arcs are all equal

(llL26), and thc lino segmcnts onilt"- ut" also equal so.wc have constlÙctcd an

i'"ït"ii."i t*t." -í"'ir'"a in-ú*l"ircle The anglc subtended bv each side at

;il.:':;;,"; Jiii'"'"irclo will be 2a = n lL follows that the ansles of the pêntagon

are also equal, so the pentagon ;;n'¿""it the sense tl¡at its sides are all equal and

its angles arc all equal tl

This completes the presenlation of Euclid's construction of the pentagon As

usuaì, his rnethod is udopt"¿ t'tiátonomy of proof' not economy of steps used The

whole construction, ,, *" rìu"'" 
-nru."ntn¿ 

ii ¡o", takes 12 + 22 = 34 steps By

collapsing separâte pa¡ts of tf'"' lo"tttuttion ' in particular' by co[structing the

t¡iangle of (4 1) on a '"¿i* "i'ìh""gi";t "it"t"' 
o"à can make a construction with

lcss tltan half a-s nany steps t"f"'iì ãll Notc aìso that Euclid's construction of the

point s T. U Ly bisect ing 
' 
l'" ;gi;;; M' N makes possiblo ìris elcaant p¡oof that

the frve sic.les of the pentagon are equal llowever in retrospect wã see that MN

ls

si

pl
b,

ol

st

P
in
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is acùually one side of the pentagon, so ? and U could have been constructed in a
single step by a circle with centeÌ D and ¡adius MN.

If tbere is such a thing as beauty in a mathematical proof, I believe that this
proof of Euclid's for the construction of the regular pentagon sets the standa¡d for a
beautifuì proof. In the words of Edna St. Vincent Millay, "Euclid alone has looked
on beauty bare".

Now let us use the ideas of Ðuclid's method to construct a. pentagon in as few
steps as possible.

Problem 4.3 Given a circle with center O, construct a regular pentagon insc¡ibed
in the circle in as few steps as possible.

1. Draw any line through O. Get
2. Circle A, any radius.
3. Circle B, same radius, get C.
4. OC get D.

A,B

5. Ci¡cle DO. Get E, F.
6. EF, get G.
7. Circle GA, get H.
8. Ci¡cle center ,4, radius OH, get I, J,
9. Circle cente¡ B, radius IJ, ge| K,L.
10-14. Draw BK, KJ, JI,IL, LB. 

e

Then BK J I L is the required pentagon

Dxe¡cises

4.1 Read Euclid, Book IV.

4.2 Explain why the constructiou of (4.3) gives a regular pentagon.

4,3 Given a circle, but not given its center, const¡uct an inscribed equilateral
triangle in as feq¡ steps as possible, (Par : 10).

4.4 Construct a square in as few steps as possible. (Par = 9).

4.5 Given a line segment ,48, construct a reg-
ular pentagon having .4.B as a side.

4.6 In the construction of (4.3) in the text,
show thât -4II is equal to the side of the
Þentagon.

tM
'hus
ID;
qual
dan
Ie at
agon
I and

D

r. As
. The
r. By
,g tbe
r v¡ith
of the
)f thât
r MN
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Then, choose C¡ (resp. Ci) on 7õ 1.esp. ã7) such thar EtTlltre
þesp. ArCi¡ løC-). It is easy to see that 4,4.81C1 o AA'B\Cl and

the above proof applies to A.ÁBC tnd A,AB1C1 (resp A'4'B'C' and

AA'B\C{). Hence

Te =nAÃ,BE =mELd

TO ="A,q,Ed ="Efl (8)

Ãc-,= A'd,,8;6.=Eø

Thus

a.,.-îirt-EjV.É¡7i-t"
'ÍL

C

Historícøl remarles

(i) At the time of Pytha6orean (6th-5th centurv B C'), the

"universal ralidity" of commensurability was taken as a self-evident

axiom. The¡efore, the above prools of area fo¡mula and the simila¡

triangìe theorem are regarded as perfectly general and complete'

(ii) The Pythago¡as Theo¡em and the above similar triangle

theo¡em a¡e the two fundamental theorems of quantitative geometry'

nìoreover, the proof of Pythagoras Theorem is necessarily based upon

the above a¡ea for¡nula. Therefore, the area fo¡mula ard the similar

triangle theorem are truly of fundâmental importance'

(iii) Unfortunatel¡ the basic "axiom" of universal validity of com-

mensuâbility is, in fact, not t¡ue. The eùstence of non-commensu-

raóle pairs of intervals was fi¡st discovered by Hippasus, a disciple o{

Pythagoras. Therefore, the above proofs a.re ozl3r the proofs of the

commensurable cose and hence theoretically incompletel

Let us first discuss the discovery o{ Hippasus

1.2. Díscoaery ørld,ProoJ of eristence oJ non-cornmensur'øble
pøir c o f iz¿¿er.oàt*--.

First of all, notice that the commensu¡abiliiy probìem ß a. pureLy

theoreticøt problem whose significance and importance lie in the foun-

dation of geometry. (For practical purposes, any two intervals can be

regarded as commensurable simply by omitting â very, very small,

i.e., practically nil, remainder.) Therefore, the existence of non-

commensu¡able pairs of intervals can only be demonstrated by theo-

retical proofs. Let us begin with a theo¡etical crite¡ion of commensu-

rability.

.4. c¡ite¡ion of commensurability. Suppose that a and ö are a pair

of commensu¡able inter%ls, namely, there exists a common "yard-

stick" c such that boih ø and ö are integral multiples of c, say a: rn c

and b = n. c. Let I = (m,n) be the $eâtest common divisor of rn and

¿. Then c' = I c is clearly the longest common yardstick of a and

0. Corresponding to ihe Euclid algorithm of computing I from m and

n, one has the following " geometric algoritlt'm'' of finding the longesi

common yardstick C bom a aud ó, nanely:
Use the shorter one, say ó, as the yardstick to measure the

longer one, say a. If a is an integral multipte of ó, then b itself is

the longest common yardstick. Otherwise, one has a remainder 11

shorter than b. Next use 11 as the yardstick to meâsure ò. If ó is

an integral multiple of 11, then rr is the longest common yardstick

Otherrvise, one has anothe¡ remainder 12 shorter than 11. Keep going

until the last remainder, sây rÉ, can integrally measure the preceding

remainder r¡-1 (i.e., without remainder). Then r¡ is the longest

common yardstick o{ ¿ and ò that we are seeking.

On the othe¡ hand, if one ca\ proxe thât the above algorithm

wiìl neve¡ end fo¡ a specific, given pair of interrals, then such a pair

is proven to be non-comme¿saroòle. This was exactly how Hippasus

proved the non-commensurability of some specific pairs of intervals,

the fi¡st one discovered by him is the following, namely

Chapter 1: Numbers Variables and FLnctío¡æ 7
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8 .4 Colcise hbodxct¿o1lto CøIc1tlu3

Exarnple 1. Let a and b be the diagonal and the side of a regular

pentagon. Then a and à a¡e non-commensurable

ProoJ. the proof is to show that the algorithm of alternating mea-

surement, applying to such a pair {o, ö} will never end!

Ct .,"-.

8t

Fig' 3

As indicated in Fi 8 3, AßtBzCzCt is a regular pentagon whose

side lensth and diagon;l length are b and ø respectively and its five

ino". ri'et". are all equal lo + AC182C2 is an isosceles triangle'

thus rl 3n\ ir
tctBzcz=tBzctcz=; ('- ï)= i (e)

and lhe same reason shows that lB2C2Br = i Therefore AAzBzCz

is also an isosceìes t ùangle and IB2A2C2 = 7r - i - i = f Moreover'

3¡r 2Í 3n r 2r
tctAzcz="-+ ='), tc,c,A2= ä-t = ? (10)

and hence LCtAzCz is also an isosceles triangle'

Thus

a=erí;--erÇ+îñ =b+11, 11 =f;E;=Tø' (11)

Cl¿opteî 1: Numbets, Variobles ord F\nctio¡s I

Extend Bi6 (resp. õ@) to ^B3 (resp, C3) such rhú B;ñ =
e;A = rt. Then, as indicated in Fig. 3, tbe peûta8on A2B2B3C3C2

is again a regular one! (The proof of this fact is a simple exercise.)

Moreover, its diagonal length is ó while its side length is r1. Therefore,

as one proceeds to meåsure ó by r1 as the yardstick, the geometric

situation is exactly the same as befote, namely, the remainde¡ is the

difference between the diagonal and the side of a regular pentagon.

Thus

b = rt +'2'rt:12 +r3,,..,rk-t = 1k+ rk+\-.. (12)

where the pair {r¡-1,r¡} are always the diagonal and the side of a

regular pentagon! Of course, this algoritbm cân never end' although

the si{ ol the ,t-th regular pentagon Sets smaìle¡ and smalle¡ This

p.ouy'r that {o, ö} a.re non-cotnmensurablel

ExaÀple 2. After he discove¡ed the above astonishing example of

non-coàmq¡surable pair of intervals by the above simple ingenious

proof, Hippasus naturally proceeded io analyze the commensurability

probìem between the diagonal and the side of a square' sây o' and ó'

As indicated by Fig.4, it is not difrcult to show that the algebraic

relationships among the remainders of the algorithm of alternating

measurements are as follows, namely

a' =b'+rt,b' =2rr+r2,rt=2rzirs,..,r¡-r=2rt*r¡+r, (13)

Therefore, the geomettic situations from the second one onward are

all the same and hence this algorithm can never end! Thus {o" ö'} is

again a non-commensurable Pair,

[We leave the geometric proof of (13) as an exercise.]

Hisl,orical remarlcs

(i) The above discovery of non-commensurable pairs by Hippasus

is a monumental milestone in the entire human civilization of ¡atio-

nal mind. However, to his fellow Pythagoreans and contemporary
-h.N
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Fig. 4

geometers, this was a Sigarlritîc " geoquake" which rocked the whole

foundation of quantitative geometry. The proofs of lhe axeâ formula

of rectangle and the similar triangle theorem that they prided we¡e zo

longer complete proofs covering full generalit¡ but rather, they were

merely proofs for t'ine special commensurable case only'

(ii) The historical record of this great event is unfortunately lost

However, âccolding to some indirect sources, the following stoly mây

roughly serve as an account of what was happening to Hippasus and

his g:eat discovery: The initiat ¡eaction of his fellow Pythagoreans

we¡e shock and denial and, in order to avoid the unbea¡able emba¡-

rassment of public disgrace, they decided to cover it up and vowed

to keep it as â secret. However, such a covering up of fundamentaì

tîuth, eventuâlly, became unbea¡able for the scholar Hìppasus and

he somehow leaked the truth of his great discovery to the outsiders

(which, by the way, were often ¡efe¡red by the Pythagoreans simply

as "the unworthies"). This made his fellow Pythagoreans furious

and they cond.emned him to death! Naturally' he fled away But

un{ortunately, the Pythagoreans were eventually able to track him

down on a merchant ship in the Mediterranean and they pushed him

ove¡boa¡d. Thus, a Sreat hero of humau civilization died for the truth'

One might add here that the above story should probably be labelled

as "the first Pentagon PøPef'

Chapter 1: Nlmhers, Varíobles and Ftlnctions I

(iii) Actually, his fellow Pythagoreans should be proud of suc

a monumenta.l discovery by iheir school. Moreover, alihough the
frrst attempt in building a foundation of quantitative geometry w¿

not âs peúect as they thought, it was still â major step forwa¡d a¡
an impressive achievement by itself. Therefore, the proper reactic

shouìd be to celebrate the new discovery of their colleague, admittir
the inadequacy of their proofs based upon the false axiom of universr

validity of commensurability and then resoìved to work for the proo

of the remaining non-commensu¡able case. Of course, such proo

were by no means eâsy to find and they naturalìy became the majt

challenge to the entire commünity of Greek geometers of that tim
The task of rebuilding â solid foundation of qu¿ntitative SeometÌ
was flnally succeeded by Eudoxus (408-355 B.C.) and his successf,

story is natuâlly our next topic of discussion.

i7.3. Eud.oùan pñnciple, the ori.gin of the
':, ntethod.ology of opProthnation

\Let us begin with some anaLysis of the task that Eudoxus and h

contèmporary were facing.

Analysis
1, In the case that two inte¡vals ø and ó are commensurøb,

the ratio between their lengths has a clear simpìe meaning and it
a rational numbe¡, Howeve¡, in the case that two intervals o and

aÍe non-corLn'¿ensurable (srch as the case of Examples 1 and 2), t1

meaning of the ratio between them is something yet to be defined ar

it is definitely nol a rational number.

2. Although the meaning of the latio between two non-comme

surable pairs of intervals ¿ and à is still undefined, the meaning

inequality between such a yet to be defined ratio and a given ration

number f such as

orb>\otarb<T!nn
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The Euclidean Algorithrn, incommensurability
ancl coutinued fractions 

- ¡ø"-,y'r.

August 20, 2002

Given two linr: segmcnts of lengths r¿ ard ö we can use the shorter onc as a
measurirÌg sticÌ to measurc the Ionger one. If ö : na with n an integer, then
wc stcrp. Ard a/h: Iln, bfa: n. Othqwise there is a renìõinder r, with
0 < r- < o. ['e repeat thc procedure, now using r as a mea^suring slick with
which to me¿sure a. If it fits exactly, then ¡¡ = nrî with n.r a Þositive integer.
Arcla/b:n1rl(n(n1r*r)=I/(n+ (i/zr¡)). If not, we have a remaindcr l'2
and repcat the procedure.

---1 
I--u .1.., a ll

b

We see that ö : 3o * r, where the remainde¡ r $atislìes 0 < r < o. Rcplace ø
by ð and ö by r. Rcpeat

¡

â
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We will call this procedure the "Euclidcan algorithm" as that is the na¡ne
used fo¡ the same procedure applied to intcgers a and 1,, Sc.c below.

Definition L The. interuaLs a øru1, l¡ ure commensurable il thetc is ønother in-
teruù c and positite intet¡ers p,q such that e: pc and b: qc. ItL oth,cr uord.s,
'p copiet o! c truaho up u and q co,¡tiets ol c m,ahe up b. Tlte inl¿t.ùùIs ù andb ar¿
i¡t ømmensurable if th,ere is no sucl¿ interaaL

Wreu we thjuk of a and ö as numbcrs rathc¡ thal lensths. they are coullnen-
su¡able il their ratio ¿/¿l is ratiónal and they are incommcusurable if tÌtis ¡atio
is irratiolal. Remcmber; thc rliscovery c¡f thc existence of ir¡àtional ¡atios r¡'as
a lruge deal. \Ve arc told the fi¡st such was t/i : U/" whe¡e l.¡ is the hypoteruse
of a right isosceles triangle whose equal sides are ø .

Theorem I The lenoths a,b are commensurable iJ and onLy if thc Euclid.ean
algoríthm eucntualhl halts. In this case, the l&st remainder beforc the høIt is the
Lu,rgesl, p<tssible ùtteruøIc tot uhicl¡u:pc ùtulb: qc uith¡t,c1 ltosiLirte irtLu)ers.

Comparison with the Euclidean ålgorithm of Number theory.
The Euclidean algorithIn is used in nunrber theory to find the greatcst com-

¡nórr fa(:to! aud {o lest for priurality. Given twc.r ilteger.s o,1,, we bcgitr by testirrg
which is greater. Sav that ö > a. Thcn we câ,ti write b : nta 4 r¡ for integets,
nr, ?'r. If {.¡ is a factor of o lhen rr : 0. Othe-rwisc, r¡ < o. Wc repeât with tlie
roles of ø,å repÌaced trv rr,.¡. Thus a:¡,1g.t* 12. Example, a:32,b:92.
b:2 3') * 28. So 11 :28. a:28 * 4. So rz:4.28:7.4. The algoritbm
euds. r' : 4 is Lhe greatest corrlmorì factor (or GCD) of 32 and 92.

The algorithm. We statr: the algorithrn il full. Start with two "intervals",
or lcngths o and l.r, Suppose that o < Ò. In the following, U,n2,... are positir€
intcgers. Fiud tl.re larg,est inlqger nq suclì thãl rù0 iut,ervals of Iength o fil witlÌin
ö. Thus:

{r= no¿*rr i0lrr <a.
If 11 : g s¡s a¡c done: bla -- no. lf not, we can w¡ite

(L:7].]Lrt+ 12 ;0 5 ¡r ( rr.
If 12 : 6 t. are done. If not, we can writer

rr:r|2r2+rt ;0(13<12.
If 13 : ¡ srg a¡e rlo¡re. If not ... . The result aL the .i + 2nd step is:

rj : nj+trj+t + rj+2 ;0 ! ri12 1 ri¡1
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The Euclidean algorithm applied to the Gc¡lden Mean.
Iæt us see how thìs algorithrn works on the Golden Mean. Recall that thc

defiuing property of the goldcr rneaù is that,

a b-a
b: "

witl¡ 0 < ¿ < t¡, Also ¡ecall that <¡ : ó a¡c the ratios of the sides of an isosceles
trianglcs with angles tr,2o,2a where a : r/5. Thus:

b:a1'rt

Where 11 :ö-ø. Soe figure! Bv cutting rr€ see that (r1,a.) form the sides of
anothcr o,2a,2o isosceles trianglc. Cut again:

a=rt*rz

with r'2 < r¡ and
ofb: rlfa - 12lr1.

The proc<xrs continues ad infìnituurl

7'2=13+I'4

7'j: t'j+ 1 +rj12
with

o/b - r1/a : rzlrt :. -. : r¡1 lfri : ....
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Continued Flactions.
We use the output of the Euclidean algorithm above applicd to d., b to express

lhe real nut¡ber o/ö. We are assunriug 0 < o < ö. The a.lgorithrn yields

b=noa+rr ;0111 (ø,

a:nrîr+12 ;0512(rr
r1:n2rz+13 ;0Sr¡<rz.

rj : nj+.\rj+t + rjiz ;0 ! r¡1.2 1 r¡1¡.

st : a/r't

3j:rj-tlrj; j:2,3,....
Then

s;)1
. Divide the cquation for ö bv a, divide the equatÍou for a by 11, divide the
equation for rr bv 12, aÌrd so on. We get:

blo: nç* tls¡

st:nt*L/s:¿
s2:rlz+Lls3

aj-nj+I/rjtl
with the ni positive integers, and 0 < 1/s¡ < 1. Thus a/b:71(n¡ + 1/s1):
1 / (no + (1 I (u + l/sr)) : 1 I (no + (t I (h + t I (n2 + r I s2))) :. . . . continuing,
a.d infirútum we get

1
r¿o * inr* tna+-- n¡*,..
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The Golden Mean.
All the z¡'s we¡e 1 when we applied the Ðuclidean algorithm to the Golde¡

mean. It folìows that

^/3-t I
2:1

1+ _
1

1 + _.__
I1+_l+...

EXTRA MATERIAL. Analysis and number theory of continued
fractions.

H¿lt [hc Eucljdéan algorithnr at the jlh ste¡; and dru¡r l,he rcrir¿iuder'. Lr
l,his way we get the ratjotìal DuÌìber

no+
tl + 

---1

n.+_
4+....+ !nj

which ought to be a good approúmation to our starliûg rcal rìumbe¡, the ratio

Theorem 2 Thc a¡ + a: alb æ j - æ. Moreouer, tor a in ationøl:

ao < d2 <... < û <...û3 < â1.

I)effnition 2 Le,t a be a number. We søy that the ruti,onal number r : pf q ,
p,q relatiuely printe. irLtege.rs is a best approximant to (t if, for all other rationøIe
i: plq uho6e den ominator Q is less thøn or equal to that oJ r's, i,e for which
4Sq wc haac

la-al<la-Íl
Theorern 3 The t¡-uncøtel. continued. lrøction ewansions oj oÍ a are tlte best
røtional approtimants for a.

References. Khirchin. Continued Flactions. Dover press.
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of its trsusformstionB that do not use leflections) form a subgroup'

and this subgroup i8 of a type we can identify by the methods

we used before. The division of the two-dimensionaì and three'

dimension¿l crystsllographic groups of motions into classes c¿n

slso b€ extended to gloups containing reflections' For' ju¡t like

screws with parallel axes and equal angles, two reflections in

parallel planes or pa¡alìel lines can only differ by a translstion'

i "*"ty 
of all the classes and groups obteined in this v/sy is

given in the following t¿ble.

Proper Rigid Motiollg
Âdded by Inclusion of Reflection8

Only by supplementing the proper motions with reflections do

*" gJt uit the various crystel structures found in nature' ln tbe

conJruction of systems of pointers either in the plane or in space

it iB necesssry in esch case to edd one extrâ pointel; for, in the

plane a singìe pointer is invariant under reflection in the straight

Ìine contâining the pointer; Ànd similerly in space, the frgure con-

sisting of two unequal pointers is unchanged by a reflection in the

plane of the pointers. In space, then, we have to use a point carry'

ing tlree pointers of unequal length that do not all lie in one plsne'

Instead of using geometric methods, we may also ûnd the dis-

continuous groups of symmet¡y transfo¡mations by using slgebnic

methods. In the plane case, this leads to ¡ema¡kable relationships

among complex numbers; in space, the method is based on hyper'

compìex numbet sYstelns.

It woulil be ân interesting problem to generalize the plesent dis'

cussion to spsces of higher dimensionatity. Some results relating to

the discontinuous groups of s]'r¡metry transformations of higher-

dimensional spheres have been found, the anslogues of the regulal

polyhedra being k¡own for spaces of any number of dimensions'

We shstl have more to ssy about these higher-dimensional ñ81¡res

in the uext chaÞter. Moreover, Bieberbach has proved that th€re

is only a finite number of zdimensional crystållographic groups for

every î, and that esch of these groups contains 7ù lineally indepetr-

dent haDslations.

g 14. îr¡E REcur,Aß PoLYHEDRÀ 89

$ 14. The Regulat Polyhedra

The construction of the crystallographic classes led us to the reg-
ular tetrahedron and the regulsr octahed¡on. We shall now deûne

regular polyhedra in general snd find out what regular polyhedla

a¡e possible besides the tetrahedron and the octahedron'
We shall require that all the vertices of a regular polyhedron

be equivalent and thai the same be t¡ue for all the edgeE end alÌ
the faces. Furthermo¡e, we ¡equire that all the faces be regular
polygons.

First of all, a polyhedron satisfying these conditions cannot have

any re+ntrant vertices or edges. Fo¡, it is clear that the vertices
cannot ¿ll be re-entrant, and therefore the presence of any re-
entmnt vertices would imply that not sll the vertices are equiva-
lent; the same argument holds for edges. It follows that the sum
ofthe face angles at a vertex is ¿lways less thsn 2¿. For otherwise
all the faces meeting at the vertex would have to lie in one plane,

or some of the edges ending at the vertex would have to be ¡e-
entra[t, Furthemore, since at least three faces must meet at every
vertex and the regularity conditions imply ihe equality of all the
face ângles, the mâgnitude of all of these angles must be less than
2n/3. But the angle of the regular hexagon is exaclly 2r/3, anð.
the angle of a regular z-sided polygon increases with z. There-
fore the only polygons that can occur as faces of a regular poly-
hedron are the regular polygons having three, four, and fve sides.
Now the angles of the regular 4-sided poÌygon, i.e. the square,
are right angles, so that no more than three squares can meet at a
vertex \¡¡ithout the sum of the angles at the vertex being equal to
at least 2n; by the same token, more than three pentagons can
certainly not meet åt e ve¡tex of a regular polyhedron. No$'the
shape of a regular polyhedron is completely determined by the
number of faces meeting at a vertex and the number of sides of
each polygon forming a face. There can be, accordingly, at most
ore regular polyhedron bounded by squares and one bounded by
regrlar pentagons. On the othe¡ hand, tbree, four, or five equi-
lateral triângles cån meet at a vertex D, since it takes six of them
io make the sum of the angles at the vertex equal to 2 z. Therefore
equilateral triangles can form the faces of three difierent regular
polyhedra, bringing the total number of possible regular polyhedra
up to five. Now all five of these possible forms actually exist.

È
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They were çell known as early as Plato, and he gave them a very

import¿nt plece in his Theory of ldeas, which is why they are often

knor¡/n âs the "Platonic Solids." The most importanl data on the

regu)ar polyhedra ¿re tâbulated belolr'' Figs. 95-99 show perâllel

projections of the regul¿r polyhedra.

TetrÈhedroÍ (Fig,95) .

Octêhedron (Fis. 96)
IcoÊahedrcn (Fig. 97)
Cube (Itexahedro¡) (Fig 98)
Dodecall€d¡on (Fig. 99)

All the regular polyhedla have a relation to the sphere much

the same as that we have already described for the tetrahedrotr

¿nd octahedron in the last section. All of them can be inscribed in

a sphere, and each of them generates a discontinuous group of

motions oJ the sphe¡e undelwhich the v€rtices form a system of

equivalent points. Now the planes that aÌe tangent to the sphere

at the ve¡tices of such a polyhedron must bound another polyhedron

which is ¿lso brought into self-coincidence by the motions of the

group. It is to be expected that the new polyhedron is regular too;

and thus the construction sets up e paitwise correspondence between

the five polyhedra. If the const¡uction is applied to the octahedrorì

it does indeed leâd to a regular po)yhedron, namely, the cube;

Fig. 100 iltustrates the two polyhedra in the positions i[dicated'
Thus the reduced group O could have been defrned just as '¡ell bv

means of the cube as the octahed¡on. In the table, the relation
betv-een the two polyhedra is expressed by the fact that each has

as many vertices as the other hâs faces, that both have the same

number of edges, and ñnally, that the numbe¡ of faces meeting at

every vertex of eithe¡ of them equals the numbe¡ of vertices on

each face of the other. Hence the octahedron can also be circum-
scribed about the cube (see Fig. 101).

The table shows that ùhe dodecahed¡on and the icosahed¡on a¡e

related in the same way. Thelefore both figures give rise to the
seme group, which is usually called the icosahedral group. Our

$ 14. TsE REcùLAr PoLYI¡EDR.{
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Complex numbers and geometry,
Punchline l: The Euclidean plarxr IS the set of complex numbc¡s.
Punchli¡re 2: The complex a¡itl¡uetical operatioru of addi¿io¡ anrJ muìiiplication REALIZE the rigid

nrotions (superpositions) of Ðuclid. Adding a fixcd complex ¡¡umber trar¡slatcs the plane. Multiplying by a
fixcd complcx ntrmbe¡ ¡otales the pla,ne if the nìl¡nbe¡ ha^s rrnit modrrÌrrs, olherwise it rotate.s ar¡ri flil¿tr:s t|e
plane.

The number i.
We sup¡rose ourselves familiar v¡ith the real numlrers and the numbe¡ line, The¡e is no real number

whose square is -1. To start complex numbers we int¡oduce o¡ "invent" a ne¡, numbe¡ called i which is tcr
be tlìouglri uf a^s ortlxrgonal lo the real nuurber liue, ¿¡rd wliose squàre is -1: ot (i)2 : -1.

i:,/i.
As with real numbers, *1 has two square roots. The othe¡ one is *i, since (-i)2 : (-Ð(*¿) : (-f¡21¿;z :
(1)(-1) : -1.

We list thc first few powers of i:

i,ì2 - -1,¿t = -i.ia -- t, iF = i,...

The pattern repeats with a period of 4. ('Ihis 4 is ltom If4 of. a full circle, and the fa¡l thal i : eí2./4.)

COMPLEX ARITHMETIC.
A complex numbe¡ is a numbe¡ of tbe form :¿ + ¿y witìr ø, 9 real. AÌl the usual rules ol arithmeiic apply

to cornplex nuurbe¡s. Thu¡^ iî r 1- iA a\d u + i?t íLrc two complex ¡¡umbers the¡r their product is

(r + i'!t)(u + io) : r, -¡ t1r,,, + iv@) + i2ap

-tuii(ru4gu)-yu
: ru - A! + ¿(:n) + Uu)

NOTATION and WARNING. Wc oÍïen use z to der¡otc a cornplex number, or complcx variable. So

z:¡*¿V.

llhis z is not to be conftlscd s¡ith the z of a three-dimc¡¡.sionaì carte^sia¡r rnordinate system. We write

Re(z) : t.

fo¡ the real part of z, and
In(z) : Y

for the ima,ginary patt of z. Thrrs z - tù:(z) + iln(z).
Ðquality of cornplex numbers. Suppose u = u+iu is another complex number. To say that z: ru

mcûnstha¿ø: ù end U:!,or ihat.Rc(z): llc(ul and lrn(t) = I7n(1¡1¡. An equation involving a
complex numbers is two real equations. rt says that both the real and imaginory parts of the
right and left hand sides of the equation are equal. ¿ 

|
The set of COMPLEX NUMBERS IS EUCLID'S PLAI\IE q L fThinlc of (ø, y) as the usual Cartesian coordinates in the planc. Then (r;,y) corresponãs to z: f+ig, tìo

L is the vector (1,0) aud ¿ is ihe vector (0, 1). The word 'argand plaue" is used fó¡ thiuking of tlie cartesiarì
xy plaue a.s the spac€ of all complex numbe¡s.

WARNING The¡e is a r:once.pttral distinction bctween complex nrr¡nbers ancl Errclid's plane. The
complex number svstem comes with a distinguished point, namel¡¡ 0, a distinguished line, the real line, anrì
a distinguishe.d length scale - the distance fromt he nu¡nbe¡ 0 to the numbe¡ 1. Er¡clid's plane has none of
lhcse: it has nÙ special point - all ¡lrints "look aud ¿ct tl¡e saurr:. It hÀs nÒ speciàl d¡tecliulìs. A¡y dir.ectio¡
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is tt^s ¡¡ood as auy other. And it lìas no distinguished ruler. Any choìce of measurement ìs as good a,s any
othe¡.

It is coìceptually rìÌole a,rlcr.u ¿te to sây that the conrplex Du]]rber systcrii.is ideDticàl to l,he Ca.r'tesj¿D
plane: Ðuclid's plane with graph palrer ald an origin irnposed.

Conjugation. Thc reflectio¡t of (r,g) about tlic x-aús is (r, -g). 'We reserve a special rrarrre for this
in complcx varial¡les.

Conjugation.
z=x:*Ng

l
Re( z\ : 1(z + 2\2'

1

lttrl2l:-1"--2l2i'

z

Fo¡mular:.

We writc l"l: J"Z. It is a positive reàÌ numbd (unÌc.ss z - 0), representing the clist¿urce of th€! point z in
tlte argand plane from tÌ¡e origin 0. We also w¡ite

which is to say

, : lzl. o'Ð'
Inverting complex numbers. The same algebraic trick that enal¡ìed you to write 1/(1 - v/5) in thc

fo¡m o + òv6 with a, ò rational, lets you divide by any complcx number.
Here is the t¡icl< 1 rz

z

": .a- ,, -'7
EXAMPLÐ| r/(r+i):i-i.

, What is the 'geornetry' bãhinå inversion? I hope to delve into this question later. , 7
Pola¡ Coordinates. Euler's formula. (,/
Wc have the very imÞortàût fornìùlar /) è

eio : cos(0) { i. si.rr(O). O I

For 0 a real nurüber, representing an angle. Flom tlìis formula vrc see that tlìe polar rcpresentation of z ìs

l;:.æ1
¡: rcos(o),a : r sin(o).

The¡e are two ways to see the mlidity of this fo¡mula fo¡ ei0, recall the power serics for c'. It is

e" : I *¡* f,r' + j,'+ ... ]r" +...

Now, replace a try i0, and equate real and imagina4r parts. Note from the powers of i ihat the real te¡ms
correspond to all tbe even powers) and the odd terms correspond to all the odd powe¡s. Thus

e'o : (r - j.e' + [.e" +...) r ¿(d*r'* år" - I



n r)

The rcal part is tlie Taylor expansion oî cos(0), and the irnaginary part is the Tavkr expansion of sin(9),
Let ris chc& consistency. For real cxpouents we have e"cb : e"+¿, So we should have cio'ee" : e''(qtf0z.

Bui ihiri sôys tlròi

(cos(o) + isi.n(?t\kts(î2) + ¿8in(02): Gos(0t + 02) + isin(01 + 02).

Multiplyilg out the left hand side we find:

(cas(?i) + iszn(€ t)\(.os\e z) 4- isin(e.:') : fcos(f ¡ )cos(f.z ) : si¿(9i) s¿¿(úz)l + i1Êas(0 i)sin(92) + cas(02)sin/¡91)\.

But thc anglc addjtion formulas from t¡igonometry a^ssert that cos(0r + d:) : co.s(0r)cos(áz) - sin(?¡)sin(02)
and that siÎ}(d¡ + 02) : çæçg t1t¿r(02) + cos(02) si.n(o t).

Soure exam¡rìes:
1 , ^12r _^iO

' iÌ /2 t3r /2

This is consistert with the polvers of i ât the beginning. Thus: i2 : -1 corresponds lo 2tf2: r, i.e.

(e.a /2)2 - e2(i4 /2) - eí" . Al|lð. i4 : I to 4(r I 2) : 2r.
ft see the power of polal coordiuates, consider: Exercise. Cornpute (1 + i)100.

Solurion, 1+i:t/ie""/a. So (1 *i)r00:(\/t)Loo(etñ/4)roo - 250e2sr - -25o.
Compare this with what happens when you try to do thc computation dtectly.
Unit complex numbers. The set of unit complex numbers is, by dclinition, the set of all z in the

argancl piane v,'ith lzl : 1. IIr ce.rtcsian cocrdinates this sej's that !x2 + 1t2 = 1 So ihe set of unit complex
numbers is the samc: as the círcle. In polar coortìinates, a lurnber rvith lzl : 1 is sayirrg that r : 1, d is
arbitrary. So any complcx nu¡nbt¡r z with {zl : 1 can be w¡itten z: eid,

Ila¡sformations of the plane via complex arithrnetic.
First, the number line.
A trarÌslatio¡ì of tlie Dunìber line is irìrpleÌIented by adrìiug: î F+ Ìr + 1 shiff's all points io ilìe riglìt by

one unit and thereìty preserves distances. Scalings, or stretchings are represented by multiplication. r r-* 2,r

rlorrbles tl¡e size of an¡r interwal. Composing the lwo kincls of operations we ge-t t t-+ rtr 'l-h, which rlilates by
the factor r¿ ànd traÌr.sla.tcs by ö. Let, us se¡: what it does to distanccs:

lr(s) - ¡(¿)l : l(øs + á) - (at + ð)l

:løs-of|
: lolls - ti.

Thus this scales distances by a factor lal. The only tirne we get an isornelry of the line is when lal : 1,

which is to say o: +1. The case ø - -1, with ö: 0 corresponds to a rcllection throùgh the origir.
tansformations of the complex plane. Now we move to the argand plane, which is the Cartesian

plar',c. First, nc'tc that thc dist¿.ncc bctÞ-crn iFo pûints zr = ¡r * igr and z2 -- ï2 + i'g2 is Iz\ a2l. A.mäp
of the complex plane to itself $'.ill can be w¡itten 7 ''- F(z) s¡here .F is a complex furction of the complex

variable z.
Ttanslations of the complex plane. These are implemented by z * z|b, v¡ith ö a, complcx co¡ìsta,nt,

This ò is the trarìsletion vector. It tells us in what di¡ection we are moving, and by how much

Examplcs.
Tìre case ö: 1 corresponds to translating in the x-di¡ection I uñt.
The ca"se å: zl corresponds 1,o translating in the y-dircction 1 rtnit.
The case ö : 1 * 3i correr;ponds to transls,ting in the x-dùection 1 unit, and the! the v direction 3 rÌnits.

Since 1*3¿ :2eí1t/3, this is the same a"s traùslatjng in the direction of 60 degrees towards 'no¡th' by 2 units.
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Rotatio-ns. A xrtation by d¡ radiars abr¡ut the origin z : 0 is representerì by a map of the lorm z ¡-+ az
whqea:eíoo.

Ðxan4.rìe. Rr-rtatiori by zr We h¿vc e'-n = -7, so ? r- -¿ is r.ot.atjol l.ry n.
Rolation by r/2r We have i : cì"/2 so.¿ r-r iz represents rolation by g0 clegrcr:s, counle¡clockwise.
ChecÌ: 1 r+ i.. i. ¡-+ -1. -1 r-+ -i and -r. r+ 1 under this måD.
INSEIIT FIGT'RE

ø.,^11 :ylr.,'lr"'- Vf i
r./+aV< b-/ f()'.

EXERCISE: Ðxpress rotation bv zr/4 radians counte¡clockwise in terns of cornplex multiplication,
SOLUTION. Wehaveeí"/a:t/^/1+if sqrt2, so rhe map is 2,.- (tl\/t+ilsirt2)z
General affine transformations of z. An aFûne i¡ansformarion is, by definilion, one of tbe fo¡rr

(lirrear) plus (translatiort). So i¡ is of the folr¡r z r-- oz + ó witlÌ ø, ö com¡.,lex constauts. Wtite z' : az I b.
r'"ll. z-tt¡ lp tw.ì ¡aì¡rts ir iùe arg¿¡d ¡rl,rne a-nd w¡ite z,t,|tt for i.heìr imag. points. we wâ:¡r toJeratf thc
distaucc between tììcse image points ancl that of the o¡igiltal points.

iz' - ru'i: i(oz + ö) - (u.u + ö)i : io(z - ,u)1.

No¡v we us{: the following fact from conlllcx mrmbers:
FACT about modulus. lz7z2l : lallz2l fo¡ any two complex numbcrs 21,22. pROOF OF FACT:

lztz2l2 = 2, 2r' t2, = 21212222 - lz,l2lzz12.
Corrfiuuirrg...

lz' * w'l :: lallz - ul.
Sìnce, the distance betq¡e€n z and ur is lz - wl, and since the points z and t¿ we¡e arbitrarv, we have that
z ¡- az * b is an isometry if and only if løl : 1.

Interpretation. \4/rite ¿ : e¿do Then z +-+ az -l 1¡ is yJtation by €¡ radians about the origin , folkr\ed
by translàtion with translation vcctor ö.

Scaling. z r-+ 2z scales everyjlg up by the factor 2, z r- lz shrir cs ever¡, flgure try the faclor Il2.
The¡r z '- az, wilh a: r¡etdo scales by the factor ro and rotates 6y Ao.

FUNDAMENTAL THEOn.EM OF ALGEBRA.
This tìreo¡ciu wàs Gôúss's thc$iri.
In its ¡nost basic forrn, the theore¡r¡ a-sserls that every polynornial ha^s a ¡oot in the complex ¡rumbe¡s.

Equivalently. it asse¡ts that any coutplex polynomial of dcgree rr has n roots when the root,s arc counted
with their rnultiplicity.

This count of ¡oots ove¡ the ¡eal numbers is FALSE, For exarnple the polynomial ø2 + t has no ¡eal roots.
It does have 2 co[ìplex roots, namely i a.nd -i, The typical complex polyuomial of degrr:c n has exactly ri
roots Thc¡e is a notion of lhe mvltiplicity of o rooti and counted with multjplicity every polynornial has
cxar:tly ø roots.
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Box 4: Complex number arithmetic

ä;;;-.;;;" o'" n'uniputot"a according to the o.dinarv rules

of arithl¡etic, always remernbcring that i2 : -l Fol example'

(3 +4i) + \2- 1i) :(3 + 2) +(4i -- 3i) : s + ¡

(3 +4'X2- 3i) : 6 -9i+ 8i - 1tr;i2

z-i: -ztrP

The lonnal rules arc:

(a * ib) +(-r + iY) : (a + x) + i(b + Y)

(a + ib) - (x l- iY) : (a - x) + i(b -Y)
(a * iå) x (x + iY): (ax- ÈrY) + i(aY I bÐ

1_:(xf iy):7if -r ir+l
r¿?r iàr :-(x+iY): !:'Å11'hË

wc havc done Ordinary numbers have immediate connectiorì to thc

world around usi tliey u" ut"d to counf aud measure €very soft of

thing. Adding. subtraelttrg' '*lt"t''nt 
and dividing, all havc sirnplc

interprctâlions in terms of tn"'oúl"ttJt'eing counled and 
,mcasurcd'

When we pass to complex "utb""' 
tlìough' the arithmetic takes on a

lileofitsown.since-lhasnoSquarcroot'wedecided.tocreatca
ruew numhcr game which supJ; i'rl. missing piece. By adding in just

this orìe new element J-1, ;;;;ti; ^ 
*-hol" n"*- world in which

"iirr,itì"* ^r;,n.ctìcal' 
miractrlouslv' works oul just lìnc'

The world of complex "urnbt" 
láads to elegant and prolound con-

nections between geornetry, ^r*"ur. ".4 
analysìs. ln fact, much of their

irnpor{ance srcms from ,h" f^?;;; i;.y giuc u, a simplc method of

representing points in th" pl;;; il" g;"'iot t¡it idea is to be found

in John Wallis, 1685 neause o) eig"i*, but wâs not fullY-and clearlY

developed until the *o.t .t î" 
^Ñor*"gi^n 

,uru"ynr caspar wessel

(l?45-1818)r. and did not *^t,t *"""*f 
'""""p"n* un"til 

:hc 
work of

Gauss (l??7 1830)'? Let's gcl uu"i to our dcscription of points in front

of us by positive number' ""d 
;;ì; u' n"guiiu" The.left frame of

Figure 2.1 shows Dr' Sti"tr"t ltãnãing on an intnite flat plain facing

lA translation of Wcsscl's

naner, $'ith rnuch

inlcrc\lirrP b.ìcl'Arr rlrì'j

about thc historY of
complcx ûunìbÈrs, is (o bc

found ìn biccnlenni¡l
cornnrcrnora¡ivc voklmc

C¿spa¡ wc-çse/ bY tì

Brar)ncr and J l'útzen

pubìished bY the l{oYal

l)¡nislì A(ådtrlr) Õl

ScieDces and l-ettcrs, C A
Reitzcl, 1999

2Scc Câuss' Co//cclcd
Works, Vol. 2, PP' l?4 lTil

Allhough C'ttrss Ùl'rrnìc¡

tlì¿l hc âlniädY un'lcrSt'¡ìi1

(he conrPlcr Planc irr his

first nroof of lh¡j

Furìdarncntrl Tìrcorcnì ¡r

Alccbrä (scc N'nc l ll rI

trõ0. ¡" ¿'¡ noÌ (ru'rll)

pùblislì anYthing on thc

subject unlil l8-11



Flgure 2.1. Laft l)r.
Sticklcr slands on arl

infìnitc complcx plain þt¿ 1,

on which locâtions âro

nlârkcd by dots wilh
cùrrplex numbers as

addrcsses 'fhus, his housc

is a{ 2 + 3i, whilc h's ollìce
is âl 2 3i. (You were

exPccting sorncwha( more

åùslcrc ¡lccomlnodaliolts?)
Iìi8hti Thc nine red poinls

ârc thc products of thc 9

bluc points by I -{- ¡. Scc

how ths gr¡d is rotålcd ând
cxp¿ìndcd by this operation

lThc complex plane is
sometimcs called thc
/{rÊ¡nd diâgram, after the
rathcr obscurc French

mâlhcnåticiân Argand
whose \vork oD thc
geor¡ctrY ol comPlex

numbers, orìginâlly
publishcd ânoDymously in
1806, âlso played n

significarrt rolc.

âlong the horizontal x-axis, so that points directly ahead of him are

marked out by posìtive numbers and points behind him with negative

ones. Here's the idea: he can also describe points on the line stretch-

ing out ât right angles to his left (the positive y-axis) by imaginary

,r,l*b".s i,2i,3i,...; and poirtts on the line to his right (the negative

y-axis) by _i,-2í,-3i,.... Eveu better, he can describe points ahcad

and to hls left as complex numbers like 2 + 3i, poiuts ahead and to

the right as 2 - 3i, and so on. What this comes down to is this: the

"o-pl"* 
number x + iy can be thought of as representing the point on

th. ilun" with coordinates (x,y). Dr. Stickler is standing at the origiu

i0,0j. When we rnake this association, the coordinate plane is knowu

as the complex planc.r The x-axis is now called the real axis bccause it

represents those complex numbers x * 0i which are actually ordinary

reàl numbe.r, and the y-âxis is called the imaginary axis because it

represents all the numbers 0 * yí which are purely imagilrary ln thc

complex plane, addition of complex numbers is the same as vector

addiiion (a,b) + (x,Ð: (a t x, b + y). As you can see, this is just the

same as complex addition (a+ tb) +(x + ív) : (a+ j() + i(b+ y)

Vector addition and subtraction is useful, but the beauty and power

of complex numbers stetns from the fact thât the other algebraic

operatiáns of multiplication and division have an important geometrical

interprctation as well- We could go on and just show you the formulas

and figures, but we want you to read this book rnore interactively !
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Hele's a little experiment lf you haven't worked with complex numbers

before, please try it to flex your mental muscles ln the complex plane'

the nine cornplei numbers 0, l, 2, i, t+ 1, t+ 7,2i,2í+1'2i+2form
a little 3 x 3 square with its bottom lelt corner at the origin Now

multiply all these nine numbers by (1 + í) and plot your answers This

i. easy,'fo, instance (1 + Ù x (2' + 1) : -l + 3i Thc effect.is startling:

u, you'"un see in the right frame of Figure 21, the resulting red dots

"g"in 
forrn a 3 x 3 squaie but cornpared to the original square of blue

aãt, ¡t l, larger and turned on its siàe In fact' the squarc has expanded

by a factor ãi.Æ u"O has rotated anti-clockwisc through 45'.

This simple experiment shows the general story: when complex num-

bers are thoughi of as points in the plane' multiplying by the complex

numbers x 1-iy has two effects: it stretches (or shrinks) everything by

some factor r ând rotates the plane around the origin througli some

angÌe 0. To understand this in more detail, we first need to look at the

relãtionship between complex numbers and polar coordinates'

The potar coordinates of a point P in the plane are(r'0)' where r is

the dis;nce of P from the origin O, and 0 is the angle the line joining P

to O makes with the x-axis, measured anriclockwise (Angles measured

in the clockwise direction are counted as negative ) As you can see in

Fisure 2.2. if P has coordinates (x,y), then from þthagoras' tlìeorem it

ioño*, ,t o, r : Jil ¡j and from trigonometry we get tan0 : y/x'

Thus 0 is given by the inverse of ths tan8ent function apphed to y/x'

the ârctângent of Y/x

Flgure 2.2. A comPlcx

nu¡Dber z caD bc dcscribcd

ei(hcr vr¿r its rcâì and

imâginâry Parts Ì ånd y or

via ils modulus r alìd

argumcnt 0 Thc conlPlcx

conjugatcT=x-iYis
oblâined bY reficcting rn

thc rcal axis

Now we can apply this to a complex number z : x *.iÌ' thinking

of z as a point P : (x,y) in the plane The distance r is called the

motlulusorabsotutcvalueofz,writtenIz|(pronounced.modz')andthe
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angle 0 is called the argument of z, written argz We should probably

mention that, although angles are measured in degrees by ordinary

people, mathematicians and scientists primaríly use radians The radian

measure is based on the circumlerence being 2r times the radius of
the circle, where z is the famous and mysterious number 3 14159 '
A full circle of 360" measures 2z radians, an angle of 180' (or a half

circle) is n radians, and 90' is nf2 radians' so one radiatl is about 57"'

Suppose now that we are given the modulus ¡: lzl and argument

0 : argz of a complex number z. How can we recover the real and

imaginary parts x and y so as to be able to write z : x -l iy? Using

trigonometry in the right-angled triangle in the previous figure, we see

that x: lzlcos0 and y: lzlsin0; so thât z: lzl(cos0* isin0) Thus

we cân go back and forth between writing a complex number using its

real and imaginary parts, or using its modulus and argument The form

2 : lzl(cos 0 * i sin 0) is called the polar representâtion of the z'

Using the polar representation, the geometry of complex multiplica-

tion looks easy: suppose z and w are two complex ttumbers Then zw is

that complex trurnber whose modulus is the product of the moduli of z

and u, and whose argument is the sum of their argumetrts ln symbols:

lzrvl : lzl x lwl,

arg(zw):^rgz+a¡g\e'

These formulas can be proved using high school trigononretry as we

have done in Note 2.2. They are deceptively simple:it is a rematkable

fact that to multiply two complex numbers you just rnukiply the moduli

and add the arguments. This idea is fundamental to ntanipulating

complex numbers and, as we shall see in the next section, it imparts a

geometrical significance to all the arithmctical operations we shall want

to perform.
Using the polar form, we ge1 a nicer expression for the complex

ntsmlser If z. Suppose we write 2 : lzl(cos 0 + tsin0) and we set w :
(1/lzlXcos(-0) + i sin(-0))' Then lrom our formula, zw has modulus

lzllwl: lzl x l/lzl:1 and argument argz + argv): 0 + (-0) : 0 We

immediately conclude that w: l/2, because our reasoning shows that

rr must be the number such that z x w : 1.

Complex numbers with modulus one play a rather special role lf
z : x + iy has modulus 1, in symbols if þl : 1, then by definition

x2 + y2 : 12 : 1. This means thât z lies on thc circle ol radius 1

with centre the origin, usually known âs thc ùnit circle Using the

polar representation, any such point z can be written in the form

z : cosl * isin0 with 0 :'àr'z. The angle 0 ol course is the angle

g shown in Figure 2.2. For example, i : cos 90' * i sin 90' Again if

T
r
tI

T

I

{
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z - !r, rtrcn lt,i]: ¡ttz1 t/2 - I a¡d 'j, :.ot45 * isin45.
J) l./2 1

which'is the fo'ini on the unit circle making the ângle 45" (or nl4
radians) with the x axis. From the rnultiplicatiorl fortnulas you cân see

that the effcct of multiplying two points z and w otr the unit circle is to

produce another point zìf on the unit circle whosc argument is exactly

the sum of the arguments of z and w !

When we wâltted to dividc a cotnplex number by x * iy, its 'twin' or

complex conjugate x - i.¡r came to the rescuc The complex conjugate

also has a ttice geometrical interpretation: you can see frorn Figure 2 2

that it is just the reflection ol x * iJ' in the real axis Frotn Dr' Stickler's

porspective in F-igure 2,1, complex conjugation interchanges Points on

Lir l"ft *ìth those on his right and vicc versa. If we write z : x + iy, its

conjugate is written Z. The operation of passing from z to 7 is called

complex conjugation.r The complex conjugâte relatcs to thc modulus

like this :

,7 - (x t Ð'Xx - U') : ¡1 ¡ Y2 :1212,

whìcli explains the trick we used in the lâst section when we warìted to

divide.
Complex conjugation has an equally nice interpretation in terms of

the polar representation, Notice that z and its conjugate have the samc

modulus: ltl - !æ+7: lzl. lf 2: lzl(cos? -l- ÍsinO), then ¿rs we

have seett, 0 is defìned by thc equation tan?: ylx.Replacing y by

-y we find rhat argz: -ylx: -0. Thus z: lzl(cos(-0) + ísin(-0)),
conlìrming that z is the reflection of z in the horizontal x-axis We have

sumrna¡ized these various handy fortnulas in Box 5

You might ask if we can take the principle which led to complcx

numbers furlher. For example, catr we find a complex number z : xtíy
sucli that ,z : $ * iy\2 : ¡l In olhcr words, can we find a complex

number which is the square root of the number r, or do we have fo invent

yet anotlìer sort ol'super-complex'nutnber? lt turns out we can always

find squarc roots using the polar rePresentation z : lz l(cos(O) + i sin(0))'

La
-6q

lNol to bc confussd with
the olhcr usc o[ the $'ord
conjugâ{ion lbr châoging
nrâps which wc drscusscd in

the las( châp(er!

Note 2.2: Mult¡plicat¡on ¡n polar coord¡nales

Supposc z : r(coso i- isin0) and w : s(cos d; *
i siD ó). ThcD using the trigollomctric identitics for

the sine and cosine of the sun'ì of 2 angles, We gct:

zr, : rs(cos 0 -l- isin 0xÇos ó + i sin d)

: rs [(cos 0 cos d - sin 0 si¡ q5)

-li(cos 0 sin Ó + sin 0 cos d)l
: rs(cos(d I Ó)+ isin(O I Ó))
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Box 5: Complex numbers and polar coord¡nates
Here are the rnain lormulas used in the polar reprcsenfation of
complex numbers:

o The complex conjugate of z:x*iyis7:x-iy.
. The modulus or absolute value of z : x + iy is the number lzl

found from the lormula:

zz : \x + íY)(x - íY) : 12 ¡ Y2 :1212.

¡ The polar representation of the complex number z : x * iy is

2:lzl(cos0 tisin0)
where 0 - argz: 

^rctany 
fx.

o In polar form, the complex conjugate of z : lzl(cos 0 * i sin 0)
is z : lzl(cos(-0) + i sin(-0)),

. ln polar form, complex numbers are multiplied by the rule:

lzwl:lzlxlwl,
arg(zw) : arg(z) * arg(w)'

. lf z : lz l(cos 0 + í sin 0) then l/z - (l/lzlXcos(-0)+tsin(*0)),

From the lormulas in Box 5:

(+t/lzl(cos(o/z) + isintoTz¡))2 : lzllcos0 * isin0) :7

and so the two complex numbers +t/1y'(cos(O /2) * isin(0/2)) are the
two square roots of z. Þ-or example, suppose we want to frnd the two
square roots of i. In polar form, i : cosn/Z+ isinn/2 and ltl : l2 : 1.

Thus our formula gives

{: *þosnl4 + isinr/4)

and as one can calculate using þthagoras' theorem, cosnf 4: sinnl4:
1/\¡2. Thus the square roots of i are +(l + i)1J2.

Similar ideas allow you to find any root of any complex number,
for example you might like to try finding the three ctbe roots of i.

In fact, as explained in Note 2.3, it is a famous result that there is no
need to introduce any 'super-complex' numbers to solve any polynomial
equation created with any complex number coefficients at all.

i
'l
il

d
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ComPuting with complex numbers

i

l¡

k'rom now on. â rm ost 
.everv ::iil:1'î: iî,î i:: J;""'i",iîni:i

numbers. To do anYthing' th

nroÊramming thcm As i' tn"u"u;lt *ittt computers'1his iseasy in somc

."t,io, un¿ harder in otr'"" riî" iish level mathematics packages'

il ï"'iilü 
";n¿ 

i 
", -'" å"^'"1ii'* *:l'l;l åîî:n:il:

rypes 11 ..".f*- 1,:':nT:::'"il il;u,y';i'.o,npr"* number rourines

vou will have to wrrlc your "Ï'""'''-'.::.-;-;,1 ,r,.,.,,"rv useful book

lï*"rnpn for the language C can be found in thc vcry us

"îîï,Ïíii;lïlî Í.n'"t* library works differentlv in^ traditional

and object-orient"a tunguug"'i iî Ãl tra¿itional lan'guage c' for ex-

amprc, vou n rst denne ." '.-.,t::" i"f h1 :f :Sll*.i;::1ï::Ï'l
*n ihu, 

" 
comprex numbcr z 

l;;ï;::1i ï " 
J;i";;;ta srrucrure z

languagcs, the real and imaginarv p"t)t:'^1r":':i-ì 
,1. ."urCrl un¿

are obtained by functlons such as re(z) and im(z) (or re

ïïi;ffi;";;¡;,r""::i;*i:*l'm:1";1":,:i"^å"li,iïil:
the comPlex structure assocla

as in:

typedef struct double re' irû; conPlex;

With this convention' the real and imaginary parts of a complex struc-

ture z are defined as ¿ttuf"-pt""iti* '"al- 
numbers' and they are

iencefo*h referenced as z're and z in'

lW. press, S. Tcukolsky,

W Vetlcrliug ând

B. Iìânncry. Nume¡'¡¿¡/

Rcci¡rcr rn C Thc Art t)t.

\dútifi. ConllulntE znn

cdi(ion, Cânìbridgc

University Prcss, 1992

Note 2 3: Solv¡ng polynom¡al equations

A polynomial cquafion of dcgrcc n is an equation

ofif,. forn-, ox, *bx" t1r'x'' 2l +/xlI=0'
wherc r is â positivc integer and t'øta' '!;!
arc any numbers' leal or complex f"t "*:l-
nl",'";'{ ,"- 5:0 is a polynomial .equaLlon

ol d"*r"" 3. otherwise known as a luic elT]-

tion. 
"A 

special câse is the quâdratic aquatron

or' + b, + c : 0 As we have seen' in com-

plcx arithmettc wc can always frnd square roots

cven of negatlvc or cornf'lcx nlmbe.rs t: 
ll^: i:t;

mula x = t -¡ + \|t¡ - Aac)lQa) always ytctur d

- f ïti"ìt"" or rool of this equation Thc Fundamcntol

---Ð L ä'åï,li'i'i*'" p'ouå uv d'Arernbcrt in 1746

¡with some gaps ñllcd by Argand irr 18141says thal

:-;:i J;;i ;; ;;g'"" n * ii t''ompr"x cocnicicnt s

I'äi''ni, i ''"'"' Yl:'n f: :,:îîll::'Ji::ii
^nd 

indecd that all possible solutl'

:iï;ñ ''.. .ï 
"'l'ji llå :li;ïì":'Sii::

,5 + 4ixa - 9xr - 12¡ x' 1- Y¡ -
l",inil i,*íì t"' ;""T' :l:.':i',',1 ;." ï'ï:iïti;:
in Chaptcr 9 ) ln oth€r *llt-t,.'i"'"",i "rî 

.",riO.
comr:rlex nutnbers' You never n

:;ïä r"'*i;ttt to anv polvnornial equations: thc

:"";iî;;;;"" arc algcbraicallv speaking' a

closed sYstem'
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Complex multiPl¡cation and mapping the plane

ln Chaptcr I we discusscd in detail how a transformalìon T of the planc

can be viewed as a rulc *t""t'-""ign' lo each point P in the planc

a new point g. rne operation lï'ituttipti"utio" by a fixed complcx

numbcr provides u' *itt' ¡u'i 'u"rt 
u 'ul" 

Fix a complex number

a. Remembering that each oclì* "'""n 
be represented by a complex

;";;;; ,, o,r, .-"1" 
"tn 

be written verY simPlY:

T (z) - az.

The effect of such a ?may be guesscd at lrom the t::"ttt ":^:l:

"-;il;;; ; "arrie 
g :u 

t 
l1r ï:tl ti: :; :'ff ';fi: J i:ffi 

''Jli:ï'::;?;ïi'iiJ"'t il";;il number z : x + iv wc nnd

T(z) :22 :2x * 2iy,l" "tn-'*"ät'ihe 
point with coordinates (x' y)

maDs to the point with 
"ooåinut", 

(2x,2y). Now suppose that F is

T:li: ;'ï" iï;; oi;;'" ri*"''""r'rplv ihe coordinates or all the

points in F by 2, we tut"irr " 'u"il"t 
fìgure T(I') in which all thc

lincar dimcnsion, nuu. O..n .ipã"ã.¿ Uyitt. fâctor 2 ln fact T is a

transformation of the plane *t'iil"*punát out from^the origin O by a

factor of 2 in all direction' 
'tnl"ftiplying 

by a:.112 gives the inverse

ol T: the màp zà 'i2 p"il;;;;i;olntiitt"ttv towards the origin'

halving the distance from o' ""J.íri"r.*e 
every object by halt You

can see the effect of -uftipfi.ition *fr" " 
i : tiZ and ¿ : 3/2 on the

red fox in the top right qt"jt"t of the left frame of Figure 2 3'

Whatwoulditmeanto.'r.iprvbyanegativen:'b-".'?,''*".':.1
with -1, then the point x + iy is iransformed. into the 

l-o*t" -" ''?l
othe rwíse said, (x, y) .ou., ío 1-x, -r). This is thc trânsformâtlon

which moves evcry point r"u-"tt ìi" "'igin 
o to th-e point O on the

onnosite side al the '"-t 
di;;;;: in ot¡ti *ot¿'' reflection âcross the

:""*1";:ä t"ì '"it;¡1"*ìã"'uv -z in two'steps: first lransform

x + iy into 2x ) 2iv'*hi"h ;;;;t-;t;ansion in all directions bv a factor

of 2, and then multiplv bv'ï;;il Áip' ut'o" the origin This is

what has happened to tt'" io*"' i" Tr'" utit"- left quadrant on the left'

Notice thât we could O"t tititO 
"n¿ 

tt'"n ftip' or first.flip and then

shrink, getting the same untw"'"ittt"t way ln mâthematical language'

multiplication 
" "o**ut"tiì" 

îiìn *" tát¡ comu¡11-e-aitrerent kinds

;I"Ä;;;t, for exumpli translations and expansions' thev may no

tîil::üii" 
not done anvthing which,required complex numbers;

all we have said could t'u"" Uá"" d-one with vectors' and in more than

two dimensions fn" t"u v"iiä"-g ""p 
is to multiply by a number
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*2.5xFOX

F¡gt¡re 2.3. Leli: fhe
o.ìgirìâl red tox in thc
upper rjgh( qu¡rdranr ¡s

transportcd by the
lr.ìnsformatiors z H 1.52,

z/2, -", -25?, iz aùd

-2ir. Iìight: Thc fox is

trânspoted by thc

z È. .,.,a-l2 | c-l z, az, al z

u72,.. a]l,d so on, whcrc

,=u.n^lS+l¡1.
Posjlivc po$,crs of û nìakc
him spirâl i'ìto the origiD;
negâtive powcrs makc him
spìral âway.

A delightful fction

which is truly complex. Just as we investigated the effect of multiplying
by -2 in two stages, first a stretch and then a flip, so we can split up
the question of understanding multiplication by a into two parts. Write
a in its polar form a : l(cos0+isin0), where I : lal,0 : arga. Since

I is real and positive, we already know that multrplication by I is

expansion or contraction by this factor. How about multiplication by a
complex number cos 0 * i sill 0 of modulus one? From tlìe forrnulas in
Box 5, we see that for any z, lhe product (cos 0 { i sin 0)z has the same

modulus as z, while its argument is 0 *arEz. Thus (cos 0*í sin 0)z is the

point you get by rotating z âbout the origin anticlockwise through the

angle 0. The combined operations of expansion (or contraction) and

rotation cause spiralling in or out from O, as on the right in Figure 2,3.

This explains what happened in our experitnent in Figure 2l when

we multiplied the 3 x 3 grid of blue dots by 1+ i. In polar coordinates,

¡ .u ¡ : .uQ(cos45'+ isin45"), so the modulus of 1 + i is .,D and its
argument is 45', confirming our conclusion that the grid turned through
45' and expanded bV 

"D.In the right frame of Figure 2.3 the multiplication factor is a:
{(cos3o" * isin3O"), Denoting the fox by F, we have drawn his

orbit F,aF,a2F,a3F,a4F and so on. These image loxes make angles

0,30",60",90", 120" with the real axis and are at distances 1,0.8,0.64,
0.512,0.4096 from the origin. The orbit is spiralling into the origin, and

the angle 0 : 30' determines tlre rate of turning. If 0 were negative,

\

I

l
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FiguÌe 2.4. Dr. Sticklcr in

thc ccnlrifugc. Dr' Stickler
whirls âround ât ânglcs

cquâl to an irr¿ìtionâl

multiPle of tr, in this case

¡ Ji radians. Dach tirne

hc Àratcs by thìs anglc. hc

chångcs colour' (Wouldn't
yoùr) IlvenluallY all thc

copics of l)r' Sticklcr

ùould {ill oùt å blutry r¡ng.
'l'his wâs dìllìcul{ for Dr'
Slicklcr to cndurc, bul âkcr

âll il wâs in the intcrests of'

the spiral would turn backwards The lactor '4' in this case 4/5' is the

rate of contraction. If ,4 were greater than one' the foxes would spilal

"ìuy. 
ffto is exactly what hap-pens i:Î we diuidc iltl"id ".f 

multiply by

,, õi"iáì"t by pôwers of o is'the same as multiplyi g by powers of

Itl'ri"t i-í ,'tr+ zf ais the inverse of T Applying T-rcauses the

iå* io ,pirut backwarcls, away from the origill' which you can also see

in the figure

Multiplication by powers of points on the unit circle gives i" TI:
"rtir',g "*c"ption 

li t't : f' then there is no expansion or contractlon'

only rotatiãn through an angle 0 All the points Ït th" t:bit 
:f.,i1

iniii^L pout, zo remaln on the circle of radius lz6l and centre o' movtng

round ìnd round with equally spaced jumps There are two possibili-

ties: either some orbit point eve;tually lands back on z0' or not ln the

frrst case, we start retracing our steps over the same path' as happened

i., "-"-pf" 
in Figure t 6 (with 0 - 7z')' In the second case' shown in

nigur" zi, orbit 
-points (or rather Dr' Sticklers) keep piling up more

on.l n.tor" thickly all the way round the circle

Our pictures åf foxes illustrate the dynamics of z r + lz 
. 
No matter

whatthevalueofthecomplexnumbera'theoriginOisalwaysa
n**J p.int, bccause T(o) : o' If we start at some point other than O

""¿ 
iä*,., we create an orbit which usually spirals into or out from

tn" n*"¿ point. The only exceptions are wlren either lal. : 'l and the

orii,. "n"ir"f. 
O in concentric circular paths' or when a is real-valued'

rl
(l

b¡

d,

rll



lLconhard Euler
(l?07 1783) was a masrer

of câlculâtions using
complex numbers, which he

brought to ncw hcights- llc
did rrot, howcvcr, gel as fàr
as-rcprcscnting complex
nurnbers geomctricâllY in

the plânc.

A detigh{ul fction 5l

illwhichcasetheorbitsheadstraightintooroutfromtheoriginwith
no ,pirutting. Whether they spiral or not, if tbe orbits head in towards

ó, iift" **"1"t < 1) we say that O is ân âttracting fixed point or sink'

uni it,tt.y head out away from O (when lal > 1) we say tbat O is a

repelling fixed Point or souÌce.

io g;in .o." flexibility in constructing our pictures' we shall want

io 
".eãte 

maps which spiral irllo or out lrom fìxed points other thaÍt

O. To change the origin, we conjugate (not complex conjugate!)' in

the nìanner ãescribed in Chapter 1, by a translation S : z t-+ z * b

which carries O to b- This means we need to study tbe conjugated map

STS-l(z) which, as we easily calculate, is given by the formula

î1r¡ : srs-'1r¡ : sr(z -b) : s(a(z - b)) : a(z - b) + b

It is easy to verify that, as expected, this maps fixes the point b' The

dynamics of î is exactly the dynamics of T, translated by the amount

b. thus the orbit of any other point z under i spirals into or out from

å, the direction, speed and twist of the spiral depending on a'"'itt. 
rnrp î ¡ut ttt" form z r-' Az + ß where A and B are complex

numbers. Such maps are sometimes called alfine ln I>roject 2 4 we

.*ptor" tt" eflects of conjugating and composing aflìne.maps in more

deiail- It turns out that, in the language ol Chapter l' the set of aflìne

maps with ,4 f 0 forms a grouP-

ComPlex exponent¡als

There is another perspective on the polâr representation of complex

numl¡erswhichisatthesametimeverybeautifulandveryuseful.The
fact that multiplying two quantities corresponds to adcling their argu-

nrents may .emind you of another very important bi( of nathematics

Before the days of calculators, in order to multiply t\tro large numbers

onewouldtaketbeirlogarithmsancladd.Thisistheprirrcipleofthe
slide rule: the method is based on the power rule

ax d)' : üx+'

In other words, if you want to multiply powers you should add the

"-p""""u, ", 
ií :a " 32 : 36. One of the most far reaching properties

ofcomplexnumbersiSthâttherulerelatingmultiplyingnumbersto
ããaing 

".gu."n,s 
is in fact just a complex version of the same equation !

Tne riatiãn between complex numbers and exponentiation is expressed

inanwonderfulformulaofEulerlwhichhasgoodclaimtobecalled
one of the most important formulas in mathematics:

¿io : cos0 * i sin 0'
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llere c: 2]1828 ' is the basc of'nalural'or Naperìatr logalithnrsr

and ú is ureasured irl radians.
Whcther this formula is collsidered to be a de/inítiotr of exponcnti-

ation for pulely imaginary values, or ís a lheorctn based on requiling
exponentiation to have certâin [rasic properties, depends on one's point

of view. The point is that it mâkes the basic power rule a'ar' : ar*r'con-
sistenl with the complex multiplication rule arg(zu,) : arg(z) + arC(11'),

because according to our new formula, the equation

(cos0*isinúl)(cosó*tsinÓ) : cos(O * d) + ¡sin(O + d)

can be rewritten

ei9 xeiþ _ ei\01-þ).

Let us try substituting some special values. For example, at 360'

or 2¡ raclians we get e2in : cos2n * isin2n : 1, al 180" we get

¿in : cosn * isinr¡ : -1 and finally at 90", the formula reads ¿i"/2 :
cosn/2*isinnf2: í. The formula ¿in : -l has been describcd as one

of the most bcautiful in elementary mathematics, involving as it does

all the fundamental quantities e, t, i, -l in such a simple yet profound

way.

"\ ,./2>
llt'crunrl-,r,."',b. J 

Øl
rlrrrnctl ¡s l¡uu rnutlr ¿fé4
nr,,ncy yñ,r lì¡lc rlrcr , 'nc --?t
ycar il you dcposit onc
dollar iù â sâvings iìccounl
givrng you l(ru% pcr
annurn iûlcrcsl tunr itúousl I
t:ompountlcd.1l they

crcdiled you wi(h ìrìlc¡cs(
evcry onlh, you would
hâvc 2 613 : 1t + ¡l )'l
dollaß afler l2 nìonths;if
lhey crcdìlcd you with
inleresl evcry dây, yoù

woLtld have

,,,4...:1r r, ¡[),ot
doìlaß aflcr 365 days; if
tbcy did so elery hour, you

Ec\ 2.lt8t2 dollars. .Ând

so orì If thc inlcrcst is

'continuous, you gel c

dollârsl

F¡gure 2.5, Tlìc history ol
Ja'c tslogÉts' invcslmcnl iD

thc bank of imaginary
intcrcsl. liach ycar, rhc

point nìcâsuling his bank
bâlâncc movcs round by 0.1

radians or l8/r + 5.73

degrccs. Bccause this

numbcr is irrationâ1, no
m¡rttcr ho\r long you go on,

llìc starrcd point will ncvcr

lànd bÀck oD the ini(i¡l
poínt rnârkod 0 yc¡rs.

eI

s

.E

-100 0

There is an amusirìg and intuitive way to explain this family of
esoteric looking fo¡mulas which goes like this. Suppose an imaginative

and enterprising banker decides to offer an exciting new type of savings

-$99?r$14
$100

$96 i$28

-$65-¡$70 $71-¡$71
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248 IV, D¡FFIEENflÀL cEouE]ly

$ 36, Srereographic Projectio! aud CírcleP¡eeereing Tranaforma.
dons, Poincaré's Model of the l{yperbolic Plaue

Consider a sphere resting on a ho¡izontal plane (Fig. 239). Let
us project the sphere onto the plane from the highest point N
( "no¡th pole") of the sphere. The map of the sphere (P'--> P in

Ft6. 239

Fig. 239) produced in this way is calle d. a stereographic projection.
The entire surface of the sphere with the exception of the point N
is mapped onto the entire plane The image plane is parallel to tbe

S 36. STEREocBÄpr¡¡c PßoJEcrroN 249

with PP'. For, l is obtained as the intelsection of the image plane
with the plane containing / and NP'; but if t'xo straight lines r
and r' ate the respective intersections of a plane e .,vith two planes

the image plane also forms the same angle as does p, with the pro¡ect-
i\g ray PP', and it intersects p, in a straight line perpendicular toPP. This gives rise to several visually evident proferiies of stereo_
graphic p¡ojection. First, if y' is a tangent to the sphere at p, (see
Fig. 241) and ,. is the image of /, then r and 

", 
torrn uquA 

"nàìu"

plane ø tangent to the sphere
at N. Furthermore, if p, is the
plane tangent to the sphere at
P' (Fis. 2A0), then it Jollows,
from the perfect symmetry of
the sphere, that the two planes
æ and p'forrn equal angles with
the st¡aight line NP' joining
their points of contact, ¿nd that
the line of inte¡section of 

'¿ 
and

p' is perpendicularto NP. Since
z is parallel to the image plane,

Frc, 240

FrG. 241

p and p'where e contains PP' and where p and p' form equal angles
with the strâight line PP' and intersect in a strâight line perpen-
dicula¡ to PP' (see Fíg. 242), then r and ?' âlso form equal sngles
with PP'. The same con-
sideration of symmetry
gives us the following addi-
tional result: If s' is an-
other tangent to the sphere
at P' and if s is its image,
then the angle formed by
¡ and s ß equal to the a¡gle
formed by / and !. Thus
stereogrøph'íc proj ection
reprod,.uces the o.1.gles Øt
the sphere uithout d,istqr-
tiun. Ft this reason, the mapping is called ønglz-preseruing, or
isogorøl; another tetm is confurmnl,.

Now let ,/r' be an arbitrary circle lying on the sphere and not
passiDg through N (Fig. 243). The planes t¿ngent to the sphere
at the poilts of k' eDvelop a circular cone, whose vertex we shaÌl
call S. Since &'does not pass through N, NS is not tangent to the
sphere at N and is therefo¡e not parallel to the image plane; lel M
be the point at which NS intersects the image plane. We shall prove
that the curve /¡ that is the image of /ú,, is a circle wÍûr .ll4 as center.

F a.242

\
c



The proof is apparent from Fig. 243. 11. P'is ân arbitrary point
of È'and P is its image, then P'S is tangent to the sphere at P, årrd
PM is the image of P'S. Hence I PP'S : I P'PM. Through S we
d¡aÍ. the line parallel to PM; let P" be the point ¿t which it
intersects NP, Then eitheÌ P" coincides rtrith P', or the triangle
P'P".9 has equal angles at P' and P" and is thus isosceles:
SP':SP". But now PMIP'S:PM/P"S:MN /SN, so that
PM:PS.MN/SN. P'S is constant, because S has the same
distance from all the points of ¡('. Hence it follov/s frori the last
formuÌa that PM is constant too. In other words, /r is a circle with
center M.

Thus the stereographic projection of the sphere onto the plane

IV. D¡FFE8-êNTrÀL GEoMETRY

F¡c. 249

maps those ci¡cles on the sphere that do not pass thlough N onto
circles in the plåne; and by reversing the pteceding algument Ì¡e
can see that every circle in the image plane is the image of a
ci¡cle on the sphere. If a circle that is free to move on the sphere
approaches a circle passing through N, then NS approaches a
tangent to the sphere at N, aIId thus M recedes to infrnity. It follows
that the images of the circles on the sphere that pass through N
are straight lines of the image plane. This fact is obvious even
without tl¡e limiting process, since the projecting rays of a circ)e
that lies on the sphere and passes th¡ough N lie in the pìane of the
circle, so that the shØigllt Lh¿e fotmil.g the iltersection of this plane
with the image plâne is the image of the circle. Thus we see th¿t

under stereogrÈphic projection the set of all circles on the sphere
corresponds to the set of all circles and straight lines iD the plane.
Stereographic p¡ojection is circle-preseruÌng.

Now consider any mapping d of the sphere onto it-se¡f that maps
all the ci¡cles of the sphere into circles; for exampÌe, d may be a
rotâtion of the sphere about any di¿meter (not necessarily one that
passes through N) . As I tesult of tÀe stereog¡aphic projection, the
mappilg ø'gives rise to a mappirlg ø of the image plane into itself
which maps the set of all ci¡cles and straight lines jnto jtself. Any
such map of the plane into itself is caìled a ci,rcle-preseraing
trans f ormø,tivn.

Itr the Euclidean plene, the circle-preserving transformâtions a¡e
not in genersl one-to-one, since under stereographic projection no
point of the plane co¡responds to the point N of the sphere. Now,
the mapping a/ of the sphere wilì not in generel leave the point N
ñxed but witl transfo¡m some othe¡ point .P, whose stereographic
image we shall ca ¿ inio N. Then the point p of the plane has
no Ímage under the circle-preserving transformation @ correspond-
iag to øi. In order to avoid having to make exceptions unde¡ the
mapping process, we proceed ¿s in plojective geometry, by making
ân abstract extension of the Euclidean plane. But while the pro-
jective plane was constructed by supplementing tùe Euclidean plane
vith a whole famiÌy of "infinitely distant,, points, the extension
made in the theory of ciÌcle-preserving t¡snsformations consists in
supplementing the Euclidean plane by a single ,,in6nitely distant,,
poiDt U rÀ¡hich is regarded as the image of N under the stereographic
projection. As e result of this extension, the relation between the
plane and the surface of the sphere becomes one-to_one and con_
tinuous, and the circle-preserving transformations become one_to_
one mappÍngs; in the example given above, the point p is mapped
by the cilcle-preserving traDsformstion a. into U, The correspond_
ing mapping o/ of the sphere into itself obviously transformì the
circles passing through P, into the circles passing through N; hence
ø maps the circles passing through p into the straight lÍnes of the
plsne. Accoldingly, it is found expedient to regard the straight lines
as "ci¡cles passing through the infinitely distant point.,' The
images of parallel straight lines under a circle-preserving trans_
formatíon are either themselves parallel straight iines, or riutually
tansent citcles.

$ 36. STEREocRâPr¡ro PBoJEclloN
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We have some trivial examples of circle-presetving transforma-
tions in the rigid motions, reflections, aud similarity transformations
of the plane; these transformations map the Euclidean plâne one-
to-one into itself; hence if rtre enlarge the plane by adjoining U, we
may say that these transfo¡mations are circle-pleserving trans-
formations leaving [/ flred, But it may also be proved, conversely,
that the three types of plane transformation just mentioned are
the only circle-preserving transformations leaving U frxed. On the
basis of this theorem, we may readily obtain an exhaustive desc¡ip-
tion of all the circle-preserving transformations of the plane.
Consider a given circle-preserving transformation øo. I-et P be

\,
d\

Ftc,.4s

the point of the plane whose image under øo is U, and let p be the
stereographic image of the point P, of the sphere. We now subject
the sphere to a rotation o/ transforming p, into N. There cor¡es-
ponds to the rotation a: a certain circle-preserving transformation,
and the properties of this transformation are connected with the
properties of ø' in a way that is easy to descrjbe in graphical terms.
Like ø, the given tlansformation a,o moves p to U, so that the trans-
formations &o and @ can differ only by a circle_preserving ttans.
formation that leaves U ûxed. It follows, by the theorem we have
just cited, that ø" is identical with @ except for a possible rigid
motion, reflection, or similerity transfomation.

We have mentioned earlier that stereographic plojection is angle-
prese¡ving. Also, the rotation o/ is an angle_preserving trêusforma_

S 36. STEFEoon.lpn¡c PRoJÉcrroN 253

tion of the sphere, and since ø is obtained from a.'by a stereographic
projection, ø must therefo¡e be an angÌe-preserving transformation
of the plane. Since ao and ø differ at most by an angle-preserving
transformatiol, it f ollows that øll ai¡cle-presen)ùtg trctns I orma,tiøns
øre øngle.presenting.

Figs. 244a and b elucÍdate the relation between the maps o and d
by exhibiting promineûtly a circle /ú in the plaue that passes th¡ough
P and is the stereographic image of a great circle ¿ of the sphere.
Under ø', ¿ iir transformed into a great circle æ that passes through
N and hâs the straight line g as its image. Thus ¿ tra¡sforms È

into g. From the figures it is plâin, moleover, thât the interiot and

îtc, Z44b

the exterio¡ of & are transformed respectively into the two half_
planes bounded by g, which is in any case evident from considera-
tions of continuity.

. The reflection z of the plane in g is a circle-preserving transforma_
tion. Hence the mapping i:6uø,-r is a circle_preserving trans_
formation that leaves every point of the circumference of ,t ûxed and
interchan?es the inte¡ior with the exte¡io¡ of the ci¡cle. The map i is
called zn i.naersion in the ci¡cle ,L, or a røfl,ection ín the circle ,t, or a
plane transformation by reciprocal radii. This transformation is par-
ticularly important, and we shall therefote discuss it Ín some deiail.
_ Let å be a circle intersecting k at right angles at a point r? (see
Fig.245). Then l¿ and lc have a second point S of inie¡section at
which they are also perpendicular. Then the tangents to h at R

o\
N
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and S &re ¡sdii of Þ intersectilg at the center M of /¡' which ie

therefore ext€rior to /¿. The inversion i trallsforms I] illto ¿ sircle 
'¡l,and this circle must also pass through i? and S, bec¿use I ¿nd S

remsin ûxed. Since the invelsiou is angle'preserving, l/ intersects

the círcle /ú at È ard S at right angles. But this is possible only if
¡¿' is identicel with ¿. Ileuce every ci¡cle ¿ that intersects È at right

&ngÌes is traDsformed by ¿ into itself. Siuce the int€dor snd extedor

of ,ú are interchanged, tÀe two arcs into which È divides l¿ must

slso be intercbsnged,
Corside¡ a straight line ¿ p¿ssiDg through M, for example ttLe

et¡¿ight line 8M. Iæt its recond point of intersectio¡ with ¡ü be fi'
(see Fig' 245)' Then ¿ must be t¡sns-

Frc' 245 enlrrged plane are M end the inñnitely
distant poiat U, it follows tÀat the inversion interchånges M r¡/ith U.

The totality of strsight lines not paesing through .ùf is therefore
interchanged with the totslity of ci¡cles passiug through .Dl.

Now let P be a point of i¿ diffetent flom -& and S' The iuage of P
under the inve¡sion i can only be at the secoDd point I of inte¡-
EectioD of the straight line rlÍP with t¿, becsuse MP aIId l¿ ere each

mapÞed into themselves, By the elementsry th€orem about inter-
secting chords of a circle, we hø.ve MP . MQ:.448'' I is ca ed

!)te int¡erse poínt of. P \Yith respect to the circle ,L. Thus v¡e

have found ¿ method of determining the inverse of ¿ny point P
1rith ¡espect to /r without the use of the auxiliary circle l¡: If ¡ is
the radius of È, the inverse Q oJ the point P is tååt point on the
ray þIP tor whic}r MP . MQ:î"-

It may be proved that every circle-preserving trånsfotmation cên

be expressed as the resuìtênt of et most three inve¡sions, We shall
consider, in psrticu¡ar, the totality of circle-pre8erying tr&nsfo¡ma-
tions that tr¿nsform ê given circle ,t into itself and also the intelior
of lú into itself. Evide[tly these maps constitute a g¡oup, which rve

shall c¿ll I{. If ?' is a circle cufting È at right aDgles, the invelsion

formed into ¿ circle or straight line ¿'

meeti¡g ,i at right engles 8t -R g¡rd .E'.

This is possible orly if ¿' is identicêl
with l. Accordirgly, the inversion
trensforms each diameter of ¡t into
itself. Since the oDty points thet these

straight lines have in common in the

$ 36. SrFEocs.aP¡rIc PßoJEe¡IoN 266

in z cert¡inly belongs to 11' It can be proved th¿t every m¿p of the
group 1l cau be produced by three inversions in circles pe¡peudicular

to /r, that is, by three inve¡sions which themselves belong to Il -\
\ÞJ
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Stereo projection.

We will define a map frorn the sphere minus a point ONTO the plarre which is one-
to-one. This wìll show that we can thi¡rk of the platre plus a "point at infìnity" as equal
to the sphere.:

S2:fi2u{oo},
where ,52 denotes the sphere, and IIlz the Euciidean plane. The map errjoys the additional
property of taking circles (small or great) to circles or lines, and preserving all angles.

Call the cente¡ of the sphere O, and the point we subt¡act from the sphere 'N' (for
North). Place the planc so that it does not pass through N and so that ray ON is normal
to it. We think of N as a lighthouse, with bea¡u of iight shining out from it. Wb now
define the stereographic projection map

¡':.92 \ {N}-- fr2

Take a point P on the sphcre. Draw line NP through N and P. Think of it as the bea¡n
of light from N to P. It inte¡sects the sphere at a unique point P'. This intersection point
P' is.F(P). Write W * ¡'(P). To define the irrverse map, join W to N by lirrc NW'. Thìs
intersects the sphere in a unique point, and that point is our old P.

Question: Light rays beaming out of N hit thc plane and thus define ou¡ map, What
happens with the rays par:allel to our plarre? They never hit. This helps explain why we
should extend oru map by sending N to oo.

Formulae. To obtain formr ae for .F we need to pl¿ìoe the planc somewhe,re, and.
choose coordinates. We will place the plane passing through the center of the sphere O,
and nra¡k it up with zg coordinates, \üc put Cartasian coo¡dinate (z,y,z) on space, with
0: (0,0'0) and.f[: (1,0,0), so thât the sphere 52 is defined by n2 +92 + z2 :7, and
our plane is obta.ined by setting z : 0. The coniputation of F depends on simila¡ triangles
and splitting space up i¡rto the ry-plane times the z-axis. We use notàtion indicating this
splittirrg. Write (ø, g) : r-, and r : 14: 1/ "z 

+ 92. then

P - (r', z) ,2 + z2 :1

is a point lying on the sphere, and

F'(P): (?t,0)

is a point on the plane, and our problcm is to find a formula ú : F(f , z) and to invert
this for¡mrla.

Set û: |i. This is a unit vector pointing in the same direction as rï. And r is the
distance f¡om the z-axis to P. The line NP lics in the plane spanned by (0,0, 1) and (rû,0).
So we can write -F in the form:

F(rtt,, z) : (píì,O)

where we have set
p: þnl.

, ,l
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It remains to rel&te r, z and,p. This is done using similar triangles. (See figure.) and the
fact that (r, z) lie on a ci¡cle - the guts of the computation is a pianar geometry problem

CLAIM:
P: r17 - z

, * (p' - t)lp2 + 1

r:2ple+pz)
Proof, By similar triangles, p | 7 .= r : (1 - z) See figure. This is the fust relation.

S<¡ua.ring: p2 : 12 l(1 - z)2 . Blt since (r, z) lie on the unit ci¡cle we have 12 : L - z2 :
(t - z)(1 *z) which yields p2 : (1 + z)10 - z). Now solve fo¡ z in term.s of p2 from this:
(1-r)p":1t+z), or p2-l: z(p2+l) which yields the second result upon division. Finalìy,
(.ompute r2 : | - z2 rsing the seconcl relarion to obtain r' : Ë\ffi:t : ,#{-
which is the third relation, upon taking the square root.

Putting thesc together we scc that

F(i, z) :

a¡rd that

F-l(?t): tr*fuø,1ffi,
Here we have dropped the extraneous 0 from the point (td,0) in the xy plane.

Application 1, Pythagorean triples. A Pythagorean tr\rle is a triple of integers
o, Lr, c which form the sides of right trianglc. Thus ¿2 Í b2 : c2 . The simplest of tirese is
(3,4,5). Multiplying a pythagorean triple ì:y an integer ic trivially yields another , since if
o.2 + b2 == c2 then (cz a2 + k2bz : k2cz. We will thilrk of these as the same.

Question: How many distinct pythagorean triples are there?
Answer: as many as there are rational reaÌ numbers.
To see this, tust divide by c2 to get (alc)2 + (blc)2 :1. Thus (t, s) : ((o'lc),(blc)) is

a poirtt on the unit circle whose cooldirrates ale ratio¡lal rturnbels. Cortversel¡ givelt any
such point, if we take c to be the least common multiple of the denominators of ¿ and y we
get a Pythagorean triplc. Now rse sterco projection (.F -1 alrovc), but in orte-dir¡tension
Iess:

(r,a) : (, ?' ^,ti-, 
!.1,

t+w'u'+L
Ø € Zì being a point on the numbe¡ line. If r¡ is rational then so ãte r,A. This gives a
map taking all rationai numbe¡s to Pythagorean triples. Using F instead of F-r we see

that this correspondence is one-to-onc and onto.
Eg: (4,3,5) above yields (r,A) : Ø15,315) which corresponds to tr : 2 above.

1_
1-z

3?
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Inversion through a circle.
Fix a ci¡cle with cente¡ C and radius p in the Euclidean plane. De6ne a map f from the pÌane minus

C to the plane ruiuus C as follows, If P ¡lC is in the plane, tìren ;r(P) lies o¡¡ the ray joining C to P a¡rd
CP. Cf (P): p2. (Here we write CX fo¡ the distance b€tvleen Þoints C and X.)

Prover
i) If the circte is the udt circle t2 + !!2 : 1, ther l(r,y) : (r,rìl@2 + ?r2).
Prove that if we write z = r * iA then thc inve¡seion is given by

f (z) : t/z

Now retur¡r to the case of a general circle, nol necessarily cente¡ed at the o¡igín, or of radius 1.
ii) Provc if P lies ol the circle, theu Í(P): P.
iiì) Prove t¡at f.r.r ¿ny ? : C we ùavc Í(f (PD : P.
iii) Strow that as P tends fo C, f(P) tends to inônify.

Because of iii) we extend J to the whole plane by declaring J(0) : oo whe¡c oo is thouglrt of as an
extra point added to the plane. And .f (*) : C.

The plane with the added point at infiniiy is called the "extended plane" or the "Rienann sphe¡e". It i¡
(topologically) ìvrrnorphic to tlc gurruetric spherc a¡rc.l thc isr¡¡¡rorphiurl is givcn by storurgraplic projcrtion.

iv) Prove that the imagc of any line I not passirìg tluough C is a ci¡cle passing through C. You mighl
$¡ant to do this ìn two sieps:

iv. a) In ! does not intenject the ci¡cle thcl its image /(l) Iies enti¡ely inside the circle.
iv.b) If I does intersect the circle, then its irnage /(/) intersects the circle at the two points whore I

intersects the circlqr.
v) [Harder] P¡ove that / preserves angles: if two curves cl, c2 intersect at a point P and make an anglc

0 there, then their image curves l(c1),1(c2) lntersect àt /(P) and make the same angle d there.

?;¿-à-r¿ ( ]a..zef 5"o '^
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Flgure 3.6. 
^ 

conjugât€ of

a frånslâlion This

illustratcs the conjugatiolì

ol â trånslalioD bY the mâP

, þ llz.'flrc origin is fixcd

Ând the blue circlcs are

rrâjcclories ot the map. The

colours sho,,r the successìvc

powcrs of thc rnaP: the

smal¡ bottom grecn rcgion

is exp¿rndcd to lhc Ycllow
rcgion, lben to the rcd,

rhco lo thc wholc outer
whilc rcgioD (including cû)

This is then conlractcd fìrsl

10 (he top red region, then

10 lhe top yellow rcgion
thcn lo the green. This
lìgurc also results from
tcrcographic projoction of
thc map in Figùre 3.5 il
aftcr lL¡rning thar spherc
upsidc do\r'n.

map the whole region outside one red disk so that it exactly covers the

other. Running the map backwards reverses this process, mapping the

outside of the second red disk to the inside of the first'

Iteration of the originâl map T on the plane pushes the left hand

red halI plane lorward inside itselL Thus repeating the map î pushes

the red disk forward to another tangent disk, shown in yellow, which

is nested inside. Successive iterâtions of ? push the disk lurther aud

further inside itself, which means that under lorward iteration all orbjts

eventually get nearer and nearer to 0. lterations of î-l push the disks

backwards so they again nest down to 0' this tirne from the opposite

side.

The algebra ol l¡near fractional lranslormations

The readenwho has been checking the caìculations in the last sections

may rapidly begin to wish for a proper machine Such a machine be-

comes ân esseutial tool whcn we start making computer pictures which

involve iterating many different maps many times. ln the remainder of
this chapter we shall develop a systematic theory of all rnaps of the
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form

'l: az*bzt. cz+d

where the coefficients a,b,c,d are arbitrary complex numbers subject

to the one condition thaf ad- bc 10. These are called either linear

frac(ional transformâtions (because they are fractions ol linear expres-

sions) or Mäbius t¡ansformations, after the nineteenth century German

mathe matician August Möbius, who first studied such transformations

systemâtically, showing that they are the most general transformations

of the extended complex plane which map circles to circles. (As usual,

lines are included here as a special kind ol circlc.) All the special

examples studied thus far are of this type.

There is a mechanical procedure for composing linear fractional
translormations using the algebra of 2 x 2 mâtrices. Understanding this

fully involves a hefty dose of algebra, and it's possible to understand

the rest of the book qualitatively without tvotking it through However

for the reader who actually wants to implement our programs or follow
the technical derivations lâter, this section and the next more geometric

one will be among the most important reference points of the book.

First of all, let's see that ?' makes sense for any z which is either

a complex number or oo. We can work out the value for z : co as

fcilows:

aø:, Ib a*bla at 0 ollc','= 
ccol d: c) dlØ:.+o:;'

The other thing to worry about is what happens wlren the denominator
is 0, that is when z : -d /c:

-ad/c*h,-adlbc * -ad+bc _cn.T(-d/c):---#,
-cd/c+d -cd +dc 0

This works because the assumption that ad- bc f 0 rules out any

difficulties with the illegal value 0/0. 'We shall see shortly that exactly

the same assumption ensures that ? has an inverse. The quantity ad-bc
is called the determinant of T.

How do linear fractional maps compose? Remernbering our conven-

tion thât TT' means first do T/ and then do T, we just calculate out:
it

¿r')
fc-.. ILï

T(rt: az + I und r'tr\: o',' I b.l,

cz I d ""- ' '-' c'z *d'
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This shows that the composilion i"T'is again a lineal fiactional trans-

formation.
'fhe rule for- composition looks rathcr messy flowever it is really

q"i"-r*of" if wc introduce the basic algebraic idea ol representing 1

with the matrix

|r,. ,i
fortned frot¡ the coeilicients of T 'Matrix' is just a fancy term fot ¿r

rectangular array of numbers, in this case a 2 x 2 square'
'-lfr""ulg"¡* 

oi 2 x 2 matrices is sumtnarized in Box ? The rule lol

,outiìptiåtion is shown using arrows: you choosc any row.of the lìrst

rnatrix and any column of the second und' moving acloss' take products

and add. The cocfììcients in our formula lor the composition of two

linear fractional translormâtions are exactly the same as those given in

no, I io. ilie matrix product ! Com¡tosing two ìùrear 'fratlíonal lrtnslor-

loir¡nr,, ¡, tlte sa¡tte a^s muhiplying the t:orresponding 2 x 2 natritcs'

Noticc th¿Ìt if we multiply ail the coefììcients a'b'c'd in a linear

fractional transformation by the same complex number f' the map '1'

doesn't chzrtrge. Tbis useful fact just uses the idcntity

taz*tb uz1-b
Tul¿'- "lA

Let's tly invertitlg the map T : z ¡"+ (ctz*b)l(z*d) To do this' wc set

T(z) : v, and solve the equation v' : (az +h)lGz * d) for z in terms of

rl,. Multiplying up and reartanging we find that z(or'- a) : -dü' * b so

rhat'ì'-r(u,) :(dw,-b)lÇcwi", ,t T rhasthe'""tt" (l -i)

Thìs is not quite the inverse rrraÍtix because

(: Ð(" -!):'*-''(å 
Ð

TlrelaclorD:art_bcmultipliesallentriesinsidelhe-matrixonthe
risht. The factor is the dcter;inant of the matrix for 7' Thc lnatrix

^ /a I'\ I d/D - h/Dl. ts".or.. rnultiplyinP thc rnalrix
inversc ot [, ,ii 'r \_,fn ulD ) ""-""-' -., ' '

coeffìcieuts by a complex nun'bá' dLesn't change the transformatìou'

the matrix invelse gives the same map T-t '

ln Chapter I we introduced tl.re idea of a group ol transformations

of the- plaie Reme mber that a collection ol trausforuatiolls is called a

group provided that:

if S an<l T are ìn the collection then so is S T ;

if S is in the collection' then so is S-l
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Box 7: Matrix algebra and Möbius maps
Mâtrìces are usually introducetl as nraps which âct on vectors by
the formula

/a t,\ /'\ _ 1,rr I i'y\
\. ¿/ (, / 

: 
\., + .ry/

Such rnaps cornpose using matrìx multiplication:

/, l,\ / a' l/,, \ lati +t,c' .r,,,,+t,,/,\

\; 7/ \ ¿ I ¿' ,/ - \,u'+ lc LI/ + tt,t')'
The arrows have been put in only to indicate how you compute tlìe
product: each rrumber in the matrix product is a 'dot product' of a

,n,, o, (i !) *i,r' " iotuntn o1 (i ';) rl,e matrix (å i) '"
known as the identity mafrix and is often wlitteu 1.

The detcrminant of the 2 x2 rnatrix M: (" h.\ 
is D - tttl-bc.

\c ,/,/

A matrix M has an inverse M I such that MM-t : M-tM : I
provided rhat D f 0, given by the fonnula

¡1- t - (a'n -hlD\
t-,, n ,lu )

A Möbius map is formed fror¡ thc matrix M by setting

TØ:i#
One can conìpose and ìnvert Möbius maps using the algebra of
2 x 2 matrices. Multiplying all coel'ììcien{s of M by the same

complex number does not aftect the map. By dividing through by

JD, one can always arrange that M has determinant 1.

I
rl
'i

!.

"Lî

!
tll

'.B
:!'E
..;l

å

,lä
iË

,iå
:f

We can replace'the plane'in this definitìon by'the extended complex
plane' or Riemann sphere. So we have just shown thât both of these

two statcments are true lor the collection of'all linear fractional trans-
formations. In othcr words, we have just verified that lhe sel of lineor

.lractíon.ul trsns/òmlations .forms o group.

Here is a trick which very often makes inverting and othe¡ calculations

"n.i"r. 
ß..r,,r" I / ll ,"¿ l "/ -',") d"fi',. trrc srrnc Möbius

\-c d/ \ t, t,] )
transfonnation, it is often handy to choose the nurnber Í so as to
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makc thc dclcrtninanl (onlc out as l starl *illt ' "t'l'i^ (: l)

withdeterminât)tD:ad_bc.Changetlrecoeffìcientsbydividingby
JD,;ä;;Ë; lt ,iJ¡ und 'o 

nn *".t"j.'n":T'îXt iï j::
new dcrerminarlr l,td - htt/D sirnplites to I Thus ii T - [." i/ ""

' / d - hl. oto'n tllc l'ormulas in Box ?' onc
ud-hc: l.thcn 7 - 

\, o )"'"""-'
c¿rn calculate that the product niíat'itet with determinanl I also has

determinant 1.r Very often, we shall just assurne the matrix coefficieuts

have been chosen at the outset wìth ad - hc:1'
What we have just said shows thâ1 the subset of 7 x 2 complex

,r.rui¡.", *,tft deterrninant 1 itself forms a group' usually denoted in

mathematical texts by the râther mysterious notation sL(2' C) Decod-

i"r, i rr""¿t for linear, the 2 indic;tes their size and C shows that the

entries are complex numbers The'S' stands lor'special' and indicates

1l'¡at ad - bc : l.
Some linear fractional lranslornìatiolìs are already familiar friends

F-irst of all, taking a : d : I and b : c : 0' we get the nlàp

T : zn (l z+0)/(0 z*1), which is a complicated way of writing the

å"*,,, àun , '-', s""ondly, it inelude¡ tbe aflne.m¿ps z ++ az l- b

"r,rrl"á 
fr"à the ârithmetic of 

"otpl"" 
numbers' which wc studied in

Châpter2. Thesecan be expressed in the form T "zr+(az*b\l(0 
2+l)'

;'; ;;; 2 x z matrix*lill c : 0 Since T'(co) - a l c' m^ps with c : 0

are exactly those such thât ?'(m) : oc' ln oth€r worrls' our,old friends

z È) az +ð are those Mobiìs maps for which - 
': ,^ 

fi1tLlt-t:j

q5

lThis is donc bY chcckrng

thrì1 thc dc(crtlìirlâllt ol thc

prcduct ol t\To flìâtriccs is

thc p'oducl of their

4æ
__/

lmportarlt subclasses are the Pure tr¡nslations : 
* 

1i l^::: jt:.:Ï:
::itttäï-';;ö iñ* *i 't'tl orten replace the letter "rft ;\"scâllngs z Ð úz (rur \'lrrrrrr w! 

/l l)\
letter k). The coeflrcient matrix for translation z ¡-+ z ! b is just 

\g r / '

which is already normalized with determinant 1 TÔ get determinant 1

fol the scaling map z Þ kz, we have to write the matrix in the râther

/-n o \
surprising lorm ( "o 

| / ,ß )
Linear fractional tralìsfbrmâtions also include the mâp J 

" 
z et I lz

whiclrwehavealr.eadyfounduseful[or'interchangingtheNortharrd

South Poles, The obvious wav to write the cocfhcient "t"ttt- 
* (1 å) '

bu1 watch out ! This matrix has determilìânt - 1' so â correct normalized

;;" ;;"; be either (î Ð 
.' (1, ;') Detals rike this wlr

reâppear in our algebla titne and again'

How many Möbius maps are there? This is a pletty vague questlon
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"We have before us a world w¡th many co¡ncident parallels to a

given line and ânother world w¡th no parallels to a g¡ven line.

After a quick look at each. we will see a surpris¡ngly s¡mple

connection between these worlds."

The Hyperbol¡c Tourist
Michael McDaniel
Aquinas College

Our Tour Begins

/¡[ re you tired of strict adherence to Euclid's parallel

¡Lf postulate? How about a little adventure in places
J lwhere judging by appearances is almos( lethal? Well
then, grab your compass, straightedge, ând âbout twsnty sheets

of scrap paper: two non-Euclideân disks await your attention.
As tourists, we don't get to see every detail; yet, there's a niffy
connection between hyperbolic and elliptic geomejy that you
have to see.

About 100 years ago, there was no such tour. Only a few
mathematicians like Boiyai and Lobachevsky in the 1850s had
described non-Euclidean worlds and their publications were
not popular. But when models of non-Euclidean geometries
\ryere created that had points,lines, angles, triangles, parallels,
and distance, people went for the new stuff. The obstacle of
visualizing these stralge worlds had been overcome.

By the låte l9th century, many mathematicians had
embraced the ievolutionary idea that a geometry was a set of
axioms, some undefined terms and some definitions: an
axiomatic system. An interpretation of undefined terms in
which all the axioms a¡e true is a model. Up until that time,
Euclidean geometry was THE Geometry, largely due to the
usefulness of the Euclidean interpretation of points, lines and
planes. This model seemed to fit the way people build and
measure things; the proofs were regarded as essential to devel-
oping logical thinking; the st¡bject grew richer each genera-

tion. Any other geometry seemed erroneous in comparison.
But the truth is, hyperbolíc and elliptic geomet¡:y have the

same logical standing as Euclidean geometry and the disk
models are the proof. Euclid's fi¡st four axioms a¡e t¡ue in each
disk, as well as a negation of the fifth axiom (th¡ough a point
not on â given line, there is cxactly one line parallel to the
given line.) We have before us a world with many coincident
parallels to a given line and another world with no parallels to
a given line. After a quick look at each, we will see a surpris-
ingly simple connection between these worlds.
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Figure L Hyperbolic lines Æ and õ.

The Hassle

Since the disk interpretations use Euclidea¡ components,

some math words have different meanings in the different
geometries. In order to differentiate between which type of
geometry is being employed, we will mention the type when-

ever it is not clear in context. Some truly clunþ sentences lie
ahead. Here is a preview: the hyperbolic center of a hyperbol-
ic circle is Euclidean collinea¡ with 0 and the Euclidean center
of the hyperbolic circle. Remain calm: we have a constructive
model, where we can actually see what we are talking âbout.

The Hyperbolic lnterpretat¡on
Here are the rules for the Poincaré disk. The points are

Euclidean points inside a circle we will call Ii Points on Iì
while not considered points of hyperbolic geometry, will be

useful to us in many ways. The point in the center of I we will
call O. The lines are diameters of fand the arcs of circles
orthogonal to Il (See Figure 1.) This second type of line
requires a bit more explanation. When two circles intersect in
two points, we can measure the angles formed by their tan-
gents at the points of intersection. lvhen these tangents a-re per-
pendicular, we say the circles are orthogonal. The pan of a cir-
cle orthogonal to fwhich is inside lis interpreted as â line.
Angles are measured by Euclidean angles between tângsnts.

\o



Figure 2. A point A ând its inverse A'1 on the hyperbofic disk.

The FirstAxiom

Euclid's first axiom is that two points determine a line.
With compass and straightedge in hand, we will see how this
axiom js true in the disk. Iæt A ând B be two points inside Iì If
A and B a¡e Euclidean collinear with O, then the hyperbolic
line tfuo[gh .4 and B is a diameter of I. Tbis is also the case if
one of the two points happens to be the same as O. In o¡der to
handle the case in which .4 and I are not on a diameter, \¡r'e will
need to find the inversion of A through Il which we will cal
A-1. Place your st¡aightedge across O and A and draw the ray
fiom O tbrough .4 and beyond. Construct the perpendicular to
this ray through the point A. This perpendicular will intersecr
f at two places. Choose one of them and call it p. Extend the
ray from O through P and then construct the perp€ndicular
through P and extend it unlil ir intersects tle ray ã. This point
of intersection is A'1. (See Figure 2.) Any hyperbolic line
through ,4 also contains A'1. The center, tbe point and its
inverse have the following relationship ir Euclidean geometry:

loa¡loÌl=loel' = 12,where r js the radius of u
This construction gives us tfuee points on the hyperbolic

line we seek; that is, A, À, and A-1 are on a Euclidean ci¡cle.
The experienced ¡eader will recognize the rest of the case.
Consider two segments with pairs ofthese tfuee points as end-
points: these segments are chotds on the circle we seek. Sim-
ply construct the perpendicular bisectors of the two segments.
They will intersect at the center ofthe Euclidean circle orthog-
onal to f ttuough A and B.

The Tourist Must Try These!

L Let,4 be any point in lexcept the center. Construct the one
hyperbolic Iine through .4 perpendicula¡ to O,4-

2. Even though points on lare not in the model, the Euclidean
circle orthogonal to f thtough two points on f gives a hyper-

IÍÂTH HORtZONS
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bolic line. Choose any two points on l, not collinear with O,
and constnct this hyperbolic line.

3. Construct at least tbree hyperbolíc lines through a hypef-
bolic point.4 and verify that they all contain .4'l .

4. We can consider points on las Euclidean points, ât least.
Show that, for every P on I, P-r = P.

The Second Axiom

Euclid's second axiom is that any line may be extended
indefinitely. A quick glance at our disk model would make any
hyperbolic novice think that hyperbolic lines have finir€
length. This much is certainly true: hyperbolic lines have finite
Euclidean length. It sbould be no surprise that the distance for-
mula in the disk is non-Euclidean. Let,4 and B be points in the
disk and let the hyperbolic line ttuough A and B intersect lat
C and D. For coo¡dinates,let O be the center of the unit disk i¡
the complex plane with the radius of fequal to l. We will
denote the length of IF as l.4Bl where

. (a-c B-c\ll¡al=ltnl '^ "+" - 
ll' \A-D B_ D)l

Problem 6 in the next set of homework problems shows how
the second axiom is satisfied in this model.

More Fun for the Tourist.

5.LetA=a+oi.showttrat loal= 1n Í 
jJ.

l- a

6. Show that üm lOAl = -
a)1-

The Third Axiom
Both geometries under consideration have circles. Hyper-

bolic circles are, in fact, Euclidean cùcles. Their hyperbolic
centers, however, âre not the Euclidean centers unless the
Euclidean cente¡ is O. The hyperbolic center of a hyperbolic
circle is Euclidea¡ collinear with O and the Euclidean center of
the hyperbolic circle. As we have seen, hyperbolic length of a
hyperbolic segment increases as one endpoint approaches l.
So, when a hyperbolic circle of constant radius approaches f,
its hyperbolic center also approaches l.

In order to find the hyperbolic center by construction, we
will have to use the definition of the hyperbolic center: the
intersection of all hyperbolic lines orthogonal to the hyperbol-
ic ci¡cle. That is, any Euclidean circle orthogonal to I a.nd. to
the hyperbolic circle must pass through the hyperbolic center.
To find such a hype¡bolic line, we must solve â case of double
orthogonality. We start with f &awn big enough to accommo.
date a Euclidean circle fl drawn with its Euclidean center
aboùt halfway between O and f; make sure flis enrirely with-
in I' Let the Euclidean center of fI be called E'. Choose any

WWW.MAA.ORG/MATHHORIZONS 19
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F¡gure 3, C¡rcle with Euclidean center Éand hyperbolìc center É/.

point on fI not collinear with O and E and call tliis point P.
Find P-1. lf your choice of P leads to one part of your
construction getfing clogged with many lines and arcs, try a

different choice.
At this moment, we seek a hyperbolic line (Euclidean

circle) thlough P and P1 that is orthogonal to fl. cetring the
circle through P and ,Èl will guarantee its orthogonality to f.
We know the hyperbolic cente¡ js on E. Alt we need (o do is
make sure this hyperbolic line is also orthogonal to [I by
finding the intersection of the tangent toflat p with the
perpendicular bisector of PP-I (See Figure 3.)

The Fun Never Stops!

7. Draw a sequence ofcircles that vary in their proximity to I.
Construct theiÌ hyperbolic centers. If you âre not convinced
that the hyperbolic center looks closer to f when the circle is
closer to ll too bad. Therc's a bus waiting to take you back to
Euclidean geometxy.

The Fourth and Fifth Axioms
Euclid's fourth axiom, that all right angles zue equal, fol-

lows from our interpretation of angles. All right angles are 90.,
so that's that. In hyperbolic geometry, we follow a negation of
Euclid's fifth axiom. In our model, through a point not on a

line, there are many lines \ì/hich do nor intersect the given line.

Three More Fun Th¡ngs to Do.
8. In the Euclidean plane, any two perpendicular lines have the
property that any third line must intersect at least one of them.
Explain why this propefy does not hold in the Poincaré disk.

9. In hyperbolic geomeüy, nonintersec{.ing lires that do not
meet olì I have exactly one hyperbolic line tlat is mutually
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perpendicular, Constfuct the mutual pefpendicular for the pair
of lines pictured in Figure 1. One of the lirìes is a diameter.

10. Choose a hyperbolic line and a point not on this line. Con-
struct at leâst two hyperbolic lines through this point that do

not intersect the chosen line. (Helpful hint: do not choose a
point very close to the chosen line.)

The Elliptic lnterpretation
The parallel postulate has two different negations. In one

form, the negation is taken that through a point not on a line
there are more than one line parallel to the given line: hyper-
bolic geometry. The other foflìr of the negation is that through
â point not on a line, there is no lines parallel to the given line,
This version, along with Euclid's othe¡ axioms and isometries
gives us el¡iptic geometry.

The Model

Remember how stmnge it was to enter the world of hyper-
bolic geometry, yet after a while, we were able to reason oui
way thfough somo interesting problems? The same thing hap-
pens with this uono¡ientable world of elliptic geometry. We
have a model that is surprisingly simil¿ìr to the Poincaré disk.

Our space begins with all the points in and on a Euclidean
ci¡cle. The points on the cjrcle are identified with their
antipodes (points diametrically opposite on the circle), but no
other points have antipodes. Lines a¡e diamete¡s and arcs of
chcles through artipodal points. Angles are again measured
with tangents. The general construction of an elliptic line
througb two points depends on finding a third point that the
line must go through, a point we will call the mi¡ror-inverse of
one of the given points.

Axiom 1 and the Highlight of OurTour

Given the circle with center O (the thick blue circle given in
Figure 4) and two points A and B inside the circle, we con-
struct the points on the diameters though A and B that are
¡eflected across O. The dotted ci.rcle in the drawing shows how
to find the mir¡ors of ,4. and B, which we will call Z and f
(reflected across the alphabet). Now we construct the irìverse

of these rnirrors in exactly the same way we constructed
inverses in hyperbolic geometry. The elliptic line we seek
through A and B must contain Zl and y-r, (We'll see why in a
moment.) The rest of thg_ltory goes as we expect: the
perpendicular bisccro¡s of f r l' and 7D mecl at rhe de5jred cen-
ter. The elliptic line has been drawn as an arc, rather than as a

circle, in thc figure below. Thfough two points, there is one
line. If the two points are Euclidean collinear with O, then the
line is a diamete¡. The sarne is true if one of the two points is
O. Ìf the two points ,4 and ¿ì are not Euclidean collinear wjth
O, the construction above defines the dcsired line. F-or those

1g
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F¡gure 4. Ellipt¡c line through A and B.

who successfully explored hyperbolic geometry, this construc-
tion should have been surprisingly familiar.

The proof will show that the elliptic line we seek goes
through A, B, and the inverses of the reflections of A and B. In
the figure beìow, we have the given points and their reflec-
tions, labeled Z and 1.) We have inverses of these points. It is
a Euclidean geomcry problem to show ,4_B is parallel to Z
We can see that Z and Yand Z-l and I-l form a cyclic quadri_
lateral bccause they are all on the hype¡bolic line through Z
and I'. To show MOÍ-l is simila¡ to ABOZ-I we use the deh-
nition of the inve¡sc of a point (substiluling for mirrored
poinst: laolloll= f =loøllov''1.

The similar triangles are not i¡rarked in the drawing
because it's getting pretty crowded down there. Using the cor-
responding angles, we can show that,4 and B and Zr and ts-l
form a cyclic quadtilateral by getting opposite angles supple-
menta-ry. All that remains is to show that the circle we just
found has the endpoints of a diameter of f. To do this, we con-
sider a point P where the elliptic line candidate we have jusl
constructed intersects the given circle. Let K be the reflection
of P; our constructed line must contain K'l. But K'l = K.
Therefore our elliptic line candidate contains antipodal poinls,
which means we have an elliptic line.

In both geometries, we use the inverse of a point in order to
construct the line through two points.In elliptjc geometry, we
take the inverse of â reflection of the given point; in hyperbol-
ic, we skip the reflection. With the reflection, \rye get no paral-
lels, without the reflection, we get infinite parâllels.

That the remaining EuclideaÌ axioms ate true ¡equùes fut-
ther exploration. But the cruise ship is getting ready to deparl.
Wipe the mango juice offyour chin, jam the shirt into your bag

JlfAfII HORIZONS

and get a taxi to take you to a college geometly course. Each
geomeûy you've seen has as many layers to explore as Euclid-
ean geometry, It is exactly like finding two strange places
where sverything you usually do is different, yet tantalizingly
familiar. Go and see the asymptotic hyperbolic triangles that
have angles of size zero but maximal ârea. Check out the point
where all elliptic lines perpendicular to the given line meet:
it's called a pole and it âcts just like the North Pole with the
Equator as the given line. How about hyperbolic fìgonome-
try? lt uses sinh ø and cosh å! Somebody help me! I'm
beginning to sound like I was born he¡e!

Further Reading f
C. Goodman-Strauss, Compass and Straigbtedge in the poin-
ca¡é Disk, American Mathematical Monthly, 108 1 , January
2001_

A. Baragar, A Survey of Classicql and Modern Geometries,
Prentice-Hall, 2001.

D. Hecker. Constructing a Poincaré Line wilh Sraightedge
and Compass, Callege Math Journøl,November 2003.
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266 IV. DIFTEENT¡a! GEoMEßY

We now proeeed to tie this discussion in with the model of the
h,?erbolic plene constructed in the p¡evious sectioû. Iæt the hwer'
bolic plane be ¡eple¡ented by the interior of e circle t¿ lying in s
horizontaÌ plane. Iæt us place on the pÌane a sphere h¿ving the
same r¿dius ¿s ?¡¿ and touchitrg the plane at the center of ?'u (see

Fig, 246) . We now project the circumfereDce end the inte¡ior of m
by uertícøl pa'raJIøL projeclieø onto the lorver hemisphere bounded
by the great circle ¿ co[gruent to n¡. 3y virtue of this projection,
the hemisphere has become s new mod€l of the h¡aerbolic pìane,
Every chord g of r¿ is projected into a semicircle o of the sphere
meeting ¿ at right angles, so thet these Eemicircl$ now are to be

considered as im&ges of the hyperboÌic st¡aight lines. We now map
the hemisphere back into the plane by stereographôa projection.

The image of tbe hemisphere under this
projection cove¡s the interiol of a cùcle
k, \rhich thüs becomes a Dew model of
the hwerbolic plane. Because of the
angle-preserving and circle-preserwiug
natu¡e of the ðtereographic projection,
the semicircles ø have in thi8 model b€-
become circul¿r e¡cs ¿ perpendicul¿r to
the circle È, Here ¿rld in what follows
we have to include the diameters of /r ¿8

limitingcases inthis class of circula¡ arcs,
This ne\v model is due to PoiDcaré. L€t us examine it in I lÍtfle

more detail. From oul deriv¿tion it follows that there is s one-to-
one correspondence between the set of all circular a¡cs pe¡peudiculsr
to & and the Bet of all chords of ¿nother circle ø2. Hence any two
points .4 Èrld B in the interior of & c¿n be connected by one and
only one circular arc perpendicular to /c. If .R and I are the points
rvhe¡e this arc connecting .4 ¿nd B meets tt (Fig- 247), the h¡.per-
bolic distance between 4 and I csn be obtsiaed from formula (1)
of page 243. Fot iÍ A', B' , R', S, ste the poiats of the originel üodel
that give ¡ise to A, B, R, snd S unde¡ the construction described
above, then it csn b€ deduced from theorems of projective geometry
that the foltowi[g rel¿tion holdB:

.4R . Bs l lTx.. nt s,
EiF:V': yEñ.¿,s,'

FÍc.211
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This gives us the folloving fomule for the hyperbolic distaDce s of
á and B in our neçr' model :

' '4 R:!t I\L' s:.irog8.n.ls,.

Now every rigid motion of the hyperbolic plane into itself must be
associa,ted with a mapping o of the interior of ¡c into itself tÌsnsform-
ing into itself the set of circul¿r arcs perpendicular to ,ç. It is plaus-
ible, and it is easy to prove rigorously, that this mapping is a ci¡cle-
preserving transformation, which means that it beloDgs tothe group
1{ considered above. In addition, it can be proved that the group ¡l
is eyen identical with the group of all hyperbolic rigid motions.r
Being circle-preserving, the transforma-
tions belonging to ¡/ leave angles in-
vârient; but at the såme time they ate
hyperbolic rigid motions and ther+
fore leave hyperbotic angles invaria,nt.
Consequently, the Euclidean angles in
Poincaré's model a¡e equat to the hyper-
bolic angles multiplíed by a fixed propor-
tiona,lity factor, and since the angle 2z
oJ a full rotation is obviously reprirduced
in the h¡perbolic pl¿ne without change,
the factol must be unity. Thus Pø?? caré's mod,et presentes øngles,

By means of analltic methods, a formulå can be set up by which
sn angle-presetving mapping can be effected ditecfly flom a given
portion of & surface of constant Degative curvature to a portion of
the plane interior to lú such that the geodesic lines are mapped into
the circular arcs perpendicular to Ir.

We are nortr in a position to fill i¡ the proof of the theorem stâted
on page 246, that in h¡Aerbolic geometry the sum ofthe angles of any
triangle is less than r, We begiu with an arbitrary triangle.4.BC
in Poincaré's model of the hyperbolic plane (Fig. 24g). IVe know
that the axjoms of congruence are valid in the hyperbolic plane.

. 
tHere the cstego¡y of rigid rnotions is taken to include å)l maps ol the

hype¡bolic plene that p¡eserye distånces, eveh if they can¡ot b€ efect€d c;
tinuouåly. A Etmple ¡igid motioh that cannot be efected contjnuously, ia reÞre_
sehted.by any inv€rsion contsihed in ¡Ii rhis rs a ,.¡€necri"",, 

"f 
th;ï;;;;ji"

plane in E strajght tjne. By the re¡nÀrk on page 2Sa, every hyperbolìc riøid
motion cEn be expressed Â6 th€ ¡esult€ht oJ Êt ao"t t¡""" ,"ã"",io*_ 
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Acco¡dilg to these, '¡¡e cau draw a triangle A'B'M corLgt\eTft lo

.48C, in which the point corresponding to C is the cente¡ M of k'

On page 2õ3 we saw that every circle perpendiculs¡ to ¡ú thet passes

through M is bound to degenerate into a diameter of k snd thal M
is exterio¡ to all the other circÌes thet meet È at right angles' In our

model, tlrereiore, the hyperbolic stlaight lili'es A' M arLd B' M üe tep'
resented by EucÌidean siraight lines, l¡¡hile t¡e hyperbolic str8ight
tine .4'B' is reptesented by a ci¡cular a¡c to which M is exterio¡'
Î\e Euclidean angles at á' and B' a¡e the¡efore smaller in the t¡i-
angle A'B'M' formed by two straight lines and s circular s¡c than
they are ir the rectilineÂr triangle Ä'B'itl, and it follows that the sum

of the angles in the former ttiangìe falÌs short of z Since the model

preservæ angles, the same istlueforthe sumof the hyperbolic angles

in the hyperbolic tri angle A'B'M znd h the congluent triangle ABC.
Iû consideringthe hyperbolic rigidmotions, it is ¡atural to lookfor

discontinuous groups of such motiors. In the case of elliptic geoE-

etry IÃ'e saw that tbe study of this problem boiled down to the study
of the regular polyhedra ¿nd that there are only a few discontilÌuous
groups in the elliptic plane. In Euclidean geometry it rras already
more difñcult to obtain all the diecontinuous groups, In the hyper-
bolic plane we find that the discontinuous groups are far more
numerous th¿n even in the Euclidean plane, All these discontinuous
groups of hyperbolic rigid motions are ¡epresent€d in Poinc¿¡é's
model by Btoups of circle-preserving tlalsformetions cont¿ined in
I{ as subgroups,

These groups play ¿ role in the theory of furctions, Of special
importance among them are the groups of "h¡aerbolic translations."
By hlaerbolic trarslstion is meant any hyperbolic rigid motion that
can be obtained continuously f¡om the identity and that leaves no
point fxed. ln plane elliptic geometry there are no rigid motions
analogous to this, since every rigid motion in the ellipiic plane has
a flxed point, In Euclidean geometry, the anslog:ue of the h¡aer-
bolic t¡¿nslatiols are the ordinary transìatio¡s. But the coDposition
of hyperbolic transì¿tions does not follow any such simple law as
does the composition of Euclidean translations, since uniqueness of
psrallels is lacking i¡ the hyperbolic plane.

tiVe shall limit our attention to those discontinuous g¡oups of
hyperbolic lranslations that have closed unit cells. Thei¡ Euclidean
analogues are the t¡anslation groups having parallelograms as unit

$ 36, SfmEocaÁPHrc PnotEcr¡oN 259

cells. In a hyperbolic translation group with closed unit cell, the
unit cell can never be ¿ quadrangle, On the otàer hand, the nuüber
of corners of the cell can be aly number divisible by four, except
four itself. Fig, 249 indicates the tiling of the hyperbolic plaBe bv
unit cells in the case \¡rhere they are octagoraÌ, the hyperbolic plane

being represented by Poincaré's model. Of course, v¡e c&nnot depict
the tiling of the 'rhoÌe plane, since the octagons composed of circular
arca get more and more crcwded as we approach the boundary of
the circle. I¡ ou¡ unit cell, as in the case of the fundamental
par¿llelogram of a Euclidean translation group, the sides come in
pairs that are equal in length and equivelent; in Fig,249 this divi-
sion into pairs is indi-
csted for one of the unit
cells. The ve¡tices of all
the unit cells drawn in
theûgure have been num-
bered, corresponding
vertices of different unit
cells being identifled by
the same nu[bers. It is
seen th¿t we come across
each of the numbers
exactly once in going
around any vertex. It
follows that the sum
of the angles of a, unit
cell must be 2¡. In the
representations of elì the

¿¡

other groups too, the aüsngement of the unit cells is anelogous.
Hence the sum of the angles of a unit cell is 2ø in every case.
Furthermore, the sides must be equal in pairs, the artarrgement
i¡to pairc being made accolding to a certain rule ryhich we shall
not discuss here; in all otàer respects, the fundament¿l region may
be fo¡med a¡bitra¡ily. The fact thst the angles always add up to 2 z
is the reason why the unÍt cells can never be quadrangles, For, the
sum of the angles of a hypelbolic quadrangle is elw¿ys ìess than Zr¡,
as is easily seen by dividing the quadrengle into two triangles.

A far greater variety yet is th¿t of the groups of hyperbolic trens_
lations v¡ith ope4 unit cell. One of these groups is made use of in
the tl¡eory of the elliptic modular function.

FtE.249
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Spherical Geometry

2.1 . Geodesics

In any geonelricaì setting whe¡e it makes sense to talk about tbe distance

between points, the most imPoltant curves are the geodesics'

Deffnition 2.1.1 Geodesics' The sho¡test curve connecting two points

in a space is a geodcsic in that space.

Example 2.1.1 A geodesic connecting two points on the globe can be

lound by st'retching a piece of string across the globe between the points

and pulling it, tight. The geodesic connecting Los Angeles to London passes

northea.st through central Canada, turns ea-sl across the southern tip of
Greenland, and a¡¡ives in London heading southeast (Try it!) Ships and

ai¡liners save fuel by following such "great circle ¡outes" when traveling

long distances (fiS. 2.t).

It should be emphasized that or¡e looÈs onlg ai cxrucs thal lie enlirclg

in lhe space when searching for geodesics in a space ,9 The fact that there

may be shorter cu¡ves outside of S is ir¡elevant - one treats S as if it we¡e

the enti¡e universe. Fo¡ instance one could find a sho¡te¡ path from Los

Angeles to London than the one in Example 211 by burrowing through

the earth, but thal does not mattet since such a path would take one oul
ofthe "unive¡se" which, in this case, is the surface oflhe globe.

There may be more than one geodesic connecting a given pair of points,

For example, there are infiniteìy many geodesics connecting the uorth and

south poles on the globe.
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THE SPHERE

henceforth assume that all spheres are unit spheres, i,e. they all

have rad¡us one.

Exercise 9,1. For each spher¡cal triangle in Figure 9.2 compute (l)
the sum of its angles in radians, and (2) its area. To compute the

areas, ùse the fâct that the unit sphere has area 4¡. For example,

the first tr¡angle shown occupies l/8 of the sphere, so ¡ts areâ is

(4¡)/8 = ¡/2.

Find a formula releting a spherical tr¡angle's angle-surn to ¡ts

area, This formula appeared in 'l629 in the section "De la mesure

de la sr..tperfice des triangles et polygones sphericques, nouvellement

inventee Par Albert Girard" of the book fnveûtion ûouvelle en

L'Altebre by Albert cira¡d.

You should try to find the formula before reading on, because

the following paragraphs give it away. o

Exercise 9.2. What is the area of a spherical triàngle whose àngles

in radians are ¡/2, ¡/3 and 4'l What is the area of a spherical

tr¡angle w¡th angles of 6lo, 620 and 630? o

Even though there is no overwhelming need for a p roof of the

formula you just discovered, I would like to include one anyhow

because it is so simple and elegant. (lt ¡s not, however, the sort

of thihg you're likely to stumble onto on your ovjn. I struggled for

hours ì{¡thout being able to prove the formula at all.)

First we have to know how to compute the area of a "double

lune". A doublê lune ¡s a region on a sphere bounded by two
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which ¡s just w'

says that the 5u

an amount equãl

Exerc¡sê 9.3. -f

on a sphere of

apply to triangl

th ree? Write d

râdius r. o

Exerciso 9.4.

rãd¡us ¡s exactl

perfectlY straig

careftrllY measr

ârea of the fi(

(Bonus Questi(

Thât, plu s or

4o,

F¡gure 9.4: Extend the edges of the sPherical triangle, and the
.""Jltin9 9reât circles will foim an "antipodal triangle" on the back

s¡de of the s Phere

Figure 9.4. An "antipodal. triangle", ident¡cal to the original, is

formed on the back side of the sphere. Figure 9 5 shows three

possible ways to shade in double lunes. These double lunes have

respective angles s, Ê and f, and therefore their areas are 4a, 4þ

and 41.

Noì{ look whât haÞpens ¡f ìde shade in all three double lt¡nes

s¡multaneously (Figure 9.6) All parts of the sPhere 99t shaded in

at lêast once, and the orì9inal ãnd ant¡podal triangles each get

shâded ¡n three times (once for each double lune). 5o.

t
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I
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c
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ls, Three of the
each has one or
:cupies an entjre
same g reãt circle

Figure 9.3: A double lune with angle c.

great circles, as shown in Figure 9,3. The fargest the angle c can

ever be ¡s n, at which point the double lune fills uÞ the ent¡re
spherê. So if c is, say, 1I/3, then tve reason that sihce t/3 is l/3
the greatêst possible angle ¡, the double lune must fill up .1,/3 the
area of the ent¡re sphere, namely 0,/3)(4¡) = 4n,/3. Using the same

reasoning, we get that the ârea of a double lune with angle c is

(a/t)(4¡) = 4c. You can check this formula for some special cases,

e.9.s=¡/2ore=¡.
Now we'll find a formula for the ãrea of a spherical trièngle with

angles c, Ê and t. First extend the sides of the triangle a the
way around the sphere to form three great c¡rcles, as showh ¡n
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louble lunes.

on a sphere. They

tles to be 60.0O13o,

0.52 square meters,

ch of the fôllowing

estimãte of the ãrea

Figure 9.6: Look what happens when we shade in all three double
lunes at once.

Figure 9.7: A quick proof that the sum of the angles in a

Euclidean triangle ¡s r: (1) c¿'+ Ê + Í' = r, (2) a = a'and
(3) r = t', therefore (4) c r p + ¿ = n.
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(#¡¡,:) ('*i,{) (îlF:)

[ ",""rt¡,.s.l f"".r, r"'""et" I
¡wå< (hå.1êd I I wås <hãdê.r I

L ":""" I tL "'nJ'*lt{t
(ï¡if:)' (rï:r;i)' (ilfr)

4ø +41 =4r

4(c+ß*f)=4(1r *A)

s+F+t=r+A
(a+ß+t)-f=A

wh¡ch is just what we wanted to prove! ln words, th¡s formula

sâys thât the sum of the angles of a spherical t.¡ângle excêeds Í by

ân amount equêl to the tr¡ãngle's area.

Exercise 9.3. The formulã (".p-¡¡ - r = A eppl¡es only to triangles

on a sphere of radius one. How must you modify the formula to

apply to triengles on a sphere of radius two? What about radius

three? Wr¡te down a general lo¡mula for tr¡angles on a sphere of

radius r. o

Exercise 9,4. A society of Flatlanders lives on a sphere whose

radius is exactly l0O0 meters. A farme¡ has a tr¡angular field with

perfectly strâ¡9ht (¡.e. geodesic) sides and angles which have been

carefully measured as 43.624", 85.123o and 51 ,270'. What ¡s the

areô of the field? Don't lorget to 
"onve.t 

ihe angles to ¡adians,

(Bonus Question: How eccurately do you kno\ry the field's area?

That, plus or mihus what percent?) o
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les se r
circles

Fiqure 9 'l: On any sphere' the great c¡rcles are--th-o.1,11rcles

*ii;;;"-;" u¡-g ". óotliulu À ãriat circle âPPears stra¡ght to a

Flatlander on the sphere. gv 
"oni.J, 

any lesser circle aPPêers to

Lend to one side or the other'

A triangle drawn on a sphere is called a spher¡cal trianglê'

Eachsideofaspher¡caltriangleisrequ¡redtobèageodesic;that

is, it ¡s required to be intrinsically straight ¡n the sense thãt a

Flatlander on the sPhere would perceive ¡t âs bending neither to

theleftnortotheright.AsideofasPhericaltr¡angle¡sth¡lsan
arc of a so-called great circle (see Figure 9 1)'

From now on we will aedsÙre aif ang)es in tadians' to fãcil¡tate

easier comparison of angles and areas (in a mìnute you'll see how

and why we want to do this)' Recall that n radians = 180"

2 radians = 90o, etc. ExcePt when specified otherwise' we will

THE S PH ERE

henceforth a:

have radius r

Exêrcise 9.1'

the sum of il

areas, use tl

the first trì;
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in radians
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Even t¡

formula Yc

because ¡t
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First I
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a result would enable two-dimensional beings who lived inside the srr¡face

to discove¡ whelher it is saddle- or bowl- shaped, without ever going outside

the surface, by adding up the angles of a geodesic triangle and compaÌìng

the sum with 180o. A simìlar procedure would enable th¡ee-dimensional

beings such as ourselves to discover whether or nol [heir unive¡se is curved

withãut having to leave thei¡ unive¡se to make the measurement' (Our own

universe is curved, but you have to look at very large triangles to detect

the curvature.)
The famous Gauss-Bonnel Theorem says lhal the conjectures in the pre-

vious paragraph are ttue, at least o¡ surfaces that a¡e sufficiently smooth;

it is pioved in coutses in diflerential geometry l We shall content ourselves

with proving it in the special case where the su¡face is a sphere (Theorem

2.3.1 on page 51).

Exercise 2,1,1 Prove Equation 2 1 fo¡ su¡faces built from secto¡s sub-

tencling an arbitrary angle O" < 0 < 540" Show that if d à 540' ihen no

georlesic triangle in the surface has the vertex of the sector in its inte¡ior'

Whut i" th" tua of the angles of a geodesìc triangle on these surfaces if lhe

vertex of the surface is not in its interior?

2.2 Geodesics on Spheres

Definition 2.2,L A' great círcle ts Lhe intersection of a sphere and a plane

that passes through the center of the sphere Aìl other ci¡cles on the sphere

are "small ci¡cles" (Fig. 2.5).

Small Circlc

Great Cìrclc

It is convenient tc

of curves in the sPh

with the origin at tl
the sPhere at '4 Tl
(8,0, þ) where

-R is the ¡adi

þ=LP}A,:
B is the angl'

õ? into

(See Fis. 2 6)'
ElementarY tr)g

rectangular coord

,/' -\

A-. -+w
\__/

FIcttRE 2.5.

Let .4 and B be two poìnts on the sphere and let C be its center' The

a¡c ,4.8 subtended by Lhe LACB is a segment of a great circle with length

length(;i) = R(¿ACB)

whe¡e .R is the ¡adius of the sphere and LAC B is measu¡ed in ¡adians'

Theorem 2'2
arc of a great

Proof. Let

Write ø(1) =
curve o is gir

t See [17, chap. ? $8]
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L Civen a line t-hrough points A and B, we want to show that set ofpoinls equidistant from the ìine on one

side is a parallel line, Construct the peDendicular to AB through A, and ttre p<rperìdicular through B.

Construct a circle âbout A, with radius equal to the distance chosen for tlre equidistant set. Mark where the

circle meets the perpørdicular through A, point C. Construct the P€,rpendicula¡ to AC, through C. Whete

AC me€ts the p€rpendicula¡ to AB th¡ougfr B, mark point D.
By the parallel postulate, AB and CD are parallel, becåuse the interior angles made by a line

it equals AXO - BXO. Because A a¡d B are arbifary, the names cån be s\Yitched if thiscomes

wroDg, AOB + BOX = AOX, so substituting with the Yalued we computed for BOX ald AOX, we get

AOB=2+OAX-2* OBX, BecauseAXB=AOX- BOX, \¡re see that AOB = 2 * Ai{B
b. By 2a, AXB: l2 AOB = AYB, so AXB = AYB.
c. lf AB is a diameter, AOB = pi, so by 2a, AXB = pl2

3. lfX is onthelesser of tÌìe two arcs AB, the first section of2a sillholds. By interjor angles offiangles,

AOB + OAB +OBA = pi = OXA + OXB + (OAX - OAB) + (OBX - OBA) Now substituting eârlier

vafues, aíìer some algebi4 we get AOB = pi -2'OAB, and AXB = Gi '2* OAB) l2 So we conclude

l¡at in this case, AXB ' 2 * AOB.

4. By 2c we kno\y that all ofc is in the locus ofpoints x such that fiangle(AxB) is right, with hpotenuse

AB, Now we want to show that any point not on C is not in the locus.

cutting ac¡oss them sum to pi. By construction, C is dìstance AC from AB 
I

Now, pick an arbitrary point E. If E is on CD, therì by the parallel postulate, a perpendicula¡ to -c,-,.--.-.--.ì-i
CD through E, is also perpendicular to AB. The distance belween E and AB. along this perpendicular is t l
the same as the djstance AC, because they are opposite sides ofa rectangle (to veri$ this, cut diagonal AE, ¡ t r¿

and show triang)es ACE and EBA are congn eni by eSA, where the angles are the same because they are A €

.-1t !è. .."\qì interior angles ofthe diagonal cutting through parallels). IfE isnot on CD, drop a perpendicula¡ from Eto
AB. Bec¿ise AB and Có a¡e pa¡allll, the p=erpendicular mus me€t CD (matk point F). Because F is P
distance AC from AB, E must be either gre¿ter or less lhan this distance (unless it is exactly distance AC on I --- ,V
the other side of tbe line. There are only two points on a li¡e, a non-zero positive distance ûom a point on L.,i _
üat line). 'A

2. Note, for this problem AOX is shorthand for angldAOX), unless specified.

a. Because the r¿dii are equal, AOX and BOX a¡e isoscelEs triangìes witlr equâl sides meeting at

O. The base angles ofisosceles triangles are equal, so OAX = QX,\ and OBX = OXB. Because the sum

of the interior angles of a triangle is pì, AOX ='pi -2 * OAi, and BOX = pi - 2 * OBX.
-----'=--i Now we break into two cases, depending on *üether or not one of AX and BX intersects one of

94!J= 1OO *d BO. (in particular, AO will intersect BX, or Bo will intersect AX, or neitho)'
z'----\ ¡ \--¡, ."ca ì -Thp 

rh¡ce anolx ÁcìY ErôY cn.l ÁôR srrm to ?ni Substitutins eâflief values for AOX

P'"\!.--L v-, í 4\', A t Y, B

Ip*Lu-O ;^.1, c.-)ÊJ
I
->-

ø 11 êt , Í.Q '-; t1

P'uY. 1L-l
X AYg = {AôiÉ-
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Collected problems' f-or feae*'ul-

Problem 1 A point M lies i¡side the tliangle ABC. Prcve that the sum

of the distances hrln M ta the vertices of the triangle is greater then half
th¿ triàngle's p€dmete!.

Problem 2 fwo points ,4 and .B in the plane are given. What is the set of
aU points M in the plane for wtúch:

(o) l¡¡,t Al <.lMBl; ø lM Al > lM Bl; þ) lu Al = lM Bl?

Problem 3 Prove thÀt the sr¡m of the diaþonals of a couvex quadrangle is
greater than its half-p€riEeter but is less than the perimeter.

Problem 4 P¡ove that the largest possible area of a triangle iirscribed in
the ci¡cle of ¡adius r is 3rä"6.

Problem 5 Pl:'"; ihat the lùgest of the a¡e¿s of quadrangles inscribed in
the ci¡cle of radius r equals 2r2.

Problem 6 Divide q given segment

djagonal of the unit square is Ø.
in the ¡atio of 7 : ,,ñ'. Hint: The

Problem 7 Draw a lìne parallel to the O*" o¡ u ¡¡ia¡gle so as to divide the

area of the triangle in half.

Problem 8 Given two segments a and b. Const¡uct tbe segment \Æõ,

Problem I Construct the square whose a.reå equals the area of a given

triangle.

Problem 10 P¡ove that if two similar polygons are ¡elated by the dilation
factor &, then their areås are related by the factor lc2. ln othe¡ words, if a

figtre is blown up k times, the areo is enìarged k2 times' State and prove

the analogous fa¿t for solids.

Problem 11 Prove tbat the are¿ of a circle whose diamet$ is the hy-
poteDuse of a r.ight trangle equals the sum of are¿s of t\ryo circles ì ho6e

diameters are the ¡espective legs of the same triangle.
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Problem 12 I¡ the plane ts/o poilts A and .8 a¡e given. What is the set

of all projections of .4 onto straight lines passing th¡ough 8?

Problem 13 What is the set of all congruent ctrords of a given circle?

Probtem 14 WhBt is the set of midpoints of all clords passing through a

give:r puio! of u given circìe?

Problem 1õ P¡ove that the lines of the sides of the trapezoid a¡d the
line passing though the midpoints of the parallel sides of the trapezoid all
iltersect at one point.

Problem 16 A quadrangl e ABCD is called a "kite" if AB : BC and
AD : DC . Fi¡d tbè a¡ea of tågdelt¿rid in terms of the lengths dt and' dz

of its diagonals. d K: I¿

, Problem 17 A triangle's sides are 3 and 4 in What can its a¡e¿ be?

Problem 18 Construct the taDgent to a giveD circle through I given point
(lying outside the eirele).

Problem 19 Two perpendicular chords are d¡awn from a point on a circle.

The distance beiween the midpoints of the chords is o. Find the diameter
of the circle.

Problem 20 Find the radius of a circle given that the distances hom ends

of a diamete¡ to a taDgetrt are o and ö.

Problem 21 The base of an equilateral triangle coincides with a diameter
of a circle. Find the angular me¿sures of the arcs into wbicb the circle is
cut by the .'Oo o¡ t'¡" tr¡o"gle.

Problem 22 Given segments ¿, å, ¿, coDstruct the segment ø: t'.
. Problem 23 State and prooe the Pythagorean theorcm.

, P¡oblem 24 State and prove the theorem of cosines (using the Pythagorean
theorem).

. Problem 25 State and prove the law of sines.
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Problem 26 Prove the theoiem: If two sides of one triangle are congruent
to tbe correspoDding two sides of atrotber t¡is¡gle Bnd the angles lying be
tween these sides are Dot equal, then opposite tbe larger angle [es the longer
side.

Problem 27 Diagonal of a rectangle is m; the angle between the diagonals
is c. F<-,r *ìiù u wiì.i ilc É¡crí oí;L,: recl,¿,L¿i¿ 

",'o 

li,rga;i p;s;bls? Thc
value m is fixed.

Problem 28 Fin¿ the area o! ø triongle uhose sid,es ore. a, b and c.

Problem 29 Aonstntct a ci|le tongen| tc thrcc stmigh| Iines, giaen that
anong the Íhree none arc pømllel ond that the lines do not pass through the
sone point.

P¡oblem 3O l¡uide a giren circle, itæcribe the tríongle similar to a gü)en

triangle.

P¡oblem 3l Pmue thot the arco o! o circumscríbed triangle equols hall the
product of the penmeter and the radius ol the irucrifud circle.

Problem 32 It the sum o! opposite ongles oÍ o qtodmngle is 180 degrees,

then around, such quadrøngle therc e¡isß a circumscribed circle.

Problem 33 Proue thot any rettangle uith o synnetrU a.ris not passing
through its aertes admíts a circuscribed circle.

Problem 34 A triangle's sides are 3 and 4 i¡. What can its areã be?

Problem 3ó CoDstruct the tangent to a given circle tbrough a given poiDt
(lying outside the circle).

@ f"oUte- 36 Two perpend.icular chords are drawD ftom a point on I ci¡cle
The distance between tbe midpoints of the chords is a. Fi¡d the diamete¡
of the circle.

Problem 37 FiDd the radius of a circle given that the distances from ends
of a dia,¡¡reter to a taDgent are o and ö.

Problem 38 The base of an equilateral triangle coincides with a diameter
of a circle. Find the angular measures of the arcs into which the circle is
cut by the sides of the trieDgle.
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Problem 39 Prove th8t the three altitudes o¡u tr¡qngle meet st one point.

Problem 40 Find (r + i)rm.

Problem 41 The plane was totated through 30' alou¡d the point (3' 6),

and dilated by the factor of 3 with tbe ceDter of dilation at the origin' Where

dirl tl'e ¡x,irri wiih ci,.rli¡r,!; t" -- 1, ¡ - 2 ¿r'ü up?

Problem 42 Prove that the image of a circle under tbe inve¡sion is a circle'

Problem 43 Two vertices of s triangle lie in the plane Does the t¡úrd

vertex lie in the plane given that in tbe plane lies 1) the incircle; 2) the

circumcircle.

Problem 44 Expain why the three leggù stool is stable, while the fow-
legged one is not.

Problem 45 Given: anb = C, bllc = A, clla = B, A { B' A¡ e a,

h eb, Ct e (.4r8r). Prove: 6¡ e(ABC)'

Problem 46 Giveu allb=A,oca. True or false: 1) Aeai2)bca?

P¡oblem 47 Given a tetrahed¡on ABCD ond points M srxd N where M €

IDC| N e f.ABl. Construct the iDtersection of the planes ABM a,lLò DCN '

Problem 48 Construct the Eection of the tetrahed¡on ABCD with the
plane passing througbt the edge DC and the poiDt of iDtersectiÕn of the

medians of the face ACB. Ftnd the srea of the section if each edge of the

tetrahedron is of length o,

Problem 49 Given I tetrahedron ,48CD, constrict its section by the plane

passing through tbe median DD¡ of the lace DBC and the point M which

lies on the ftæe ADC but not on any of tbe edges of the tetrahedron.

Problem 50 Given two crossing li¡es m and n Through the point P Dot

lying oD either of these lines, construct the IiDe intersecting botb given liaes

Problem 51 Fou¡ points: /4, .B, C and D don't lie in one plane. Prove

that the midpoints of the segments AB, BC, CD ønd DA lie in the same

plane. Identify the figure whose vertices are these midpohts.
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Problem õ2 Determi¡e the union of all lines htersecting tìvo crossing lines.

In a trihed¡al angle two acute angles are co¡gruent. P¡ove tbat the projec-

tion of their shared edge onto the face of the other angle is the bisector of
that angle.

Problem 53 h a tet¡ahedron ABCD the edee DC is pemel;ücuÌar to the
plane AEC and -the 

¡ngle between the edge BD and the pl¡n¿.l4Bd is 60''
The fa¿e .4BC ii an equilate¡al triangle with sides o. Fi¡d the a¡ea of the
f.æe ABD and tbe measu¡e of the dihedraÌ angle ,48.

Problem õ4 Flom a point on a face of aq acute dihedral angle tv¡o lines a¡e

drawn, one of which is perpendicuJar to the edge and the otber i¡tersecting
the edge at an angle diferent from 90o. Prove that the Angle between the
perpendicular a¡d the second face of the'angle is grester thaD the Ângle

betweeD the skew line and the second fate.

Problem 55 The slope of a hill is 30". Find the angle { between the line
of ste€pest descent and the road whose slope is l5o.

Problem 56 C.oDstruct the section of the cube ABCD\FIC;D1 with the
plane passing through given points oD the edges AB , BC and BrCr. A
neat drawing is essentiall

Problem õ7 State and prove the optical property of the ellipse, of the
parabola and the hyperbola.

Problem 58 Prove tbôt the intersection of I circula¡ cone witb a plane is

an ellipse if that intersection is ¿ bounded cu¡ve.

Problem õ9 th¡ee rnirrors form a t¡ihed¡al angle in space, with each pla-

nar angle being 90". Prove that the ray of light sent into the corDer so

that it leflects of of each face will, after the three reflectioDs, be parallel to
its incoming direction. Note: tbjs is how the bike a¡d car night reflectors

work: they send the rays of light back to thei¡ source, regardless of where

the source is!

Problem 60 Consider an ellipse e \A'ith the foci Fr and Fz. I'eL P e e be

an arbitrary point on e, and let MN be the tangent line to e st P. LeL Fl
be the mir¡or image of F'2 with respect to MN, P¡ove: 8s .P sweeps out tbe
ellipse e, the point .S sweeps out a circle.
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Problem 61 Prove that curve given by the equatioD tl * # = I i¡ the

plane is an ellipse. In other words, show that the sl'" of distances from each

point P on the cu¡ve to certÀin two poi¡ts is the same for all points P'

Problem 62 Pmæ thot the angle subtended by the diometer ín a circle ís

a right ongle.

Solution. Consider an erbitrary diameter AB of the circle and an arbitrary
point Pon the circle (P * Aor B). We mrst prove that ¿p:90"'

Let O be the center of the ci¡cle. The triangìe POB is isoceles, and thus

IOPB : a, where a = IOBP. Tht:s IAOP = 2a ss the exüernal angle

(which must equal to the sum of the two non-adjacent engles). Since the

iriangle AOP ii isoceles (two ofits sides a¡e the radii), IAPO = å(180'-
2o). We have IAP B = IAPO + lO P A = à(1s0' - 2o) * a : 90o,

Q.E.D.

Problem 63 With a compass ond o stmightdge, corlstnÆt the line parallel

to a giuen line and, possing thought o giuen poiftl,

Solution. Denote the line by MN aad the point by P' Place ore ¡eedle of

the compã.ss on P and another on an arbitrary poiDt á of MN' Draw the

circle centered at P, and let ,4 and B be the points of intersection of the

circle with MN. On MN mark the point C I A wii,b AP = BP. Dtaw
the ci¡cle of radius BC : AB centered at B and anotber circle of the same

radius centered Bt C- Let Q be the point of iltersection of these two ci¡cles

whicb lies in the same half-plane as P. CLAIM: the line PQ is paraJlel to
MN.

Proof of the claim. lt su-mces to prove that the interior alternate angles

for the [nes PO and .,{C are congment: IQPB = IPBA. To that end

we sbow lhat, LABP = LPQB. Botb are isoceles with the same sides,

and it remains to prove th¿| LABP = APQB. Since A.ÁBP = ABCQ
(all respective sides equal by coDstruciion), IABP = ICBQ = a and thus

IPBQ = 180 o -2o. But IAPB = 180 o -2o, and thus ¿App : IPBQ
proving thus AABP = LPQB.
Q.E. D.

Problem 64 P¡ove that the angle formed by a diameter and a chord meet-

iDg at s poiût on a ci¡cle equals half the angu.lar measure of the subtending

arc.
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Solution. rL,el AB be a diameter a¡d AC be a cho¡d. Iæt O be the center

of the circle and conside¡ triangle .ÁOC.

ICOB = lC AO + stl ACO (1)

es the exteriÕr o'ngle. ICAO : tg ACO as the angles at the base of the

lscreies rtlsn3ì¡ .4Oi (t"": of r.'h.:-' sjdç'; qre ¡he tqrJii\. $r'r¡ ll I n'e øet

lcoB --z¿cAo, Q E.D.

Problem 65 With a compass and a straightedge, divide a SiveD segment

in the rstio of I : y'5.


